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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis is to present a history of education in 
Dartmouth, Massachusetts, covering the period between 1702 and 1954. The 
writer hopes that this account will serve to emphasize the f act that the 
very earliest settlers recognized the value of education in their democracy 
and made many sacrifices to establish schools and develop a sound 
educational system. 
JUSTIFICATION 
History has shown that a community grows and prospers as its 
educational system develops. 
It is hoped that this specific history will be of three-fold value: 
first, to the students; second to townspeople; third, to educators. 
All children are interested in the story of their environment and 
community. This study, while revealing to Dartmouth school children the 
limited educational opportunities available to their f orebears, nevertheless 
should also interest them in its demonstration of the colonists• stress of 
schooling, even during the earliest period of personal struggle and 
establishment. 
This learning may perhaps enable them to have a greater appreciation 
of the advantages of the present-day school program in contrast to the 
extremely limited program of their forebears. 
Such a history should also enable townspeople and educators to 
understand and appreciate the progress of the town along educational lines, 
II 
I 
and it will possibly serve to stimulate them to continue efforts in this 
direction. 
SCOPE 
This is a history of education in Dartmouth as gleaned from the 
earliest available records starting with those of 1702 and continuing to the 
.. 
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CHAPTER II 
1702 to 1788 
The first memorable date recorded in Dartmouth history is 1652. In that 
year the tovm land was purchased from the Indian chief, Massasoit. By order 
of the General Court of Elections, in session at Plymouth, Dartmouth was made 
, a town on June 8, 1664. Its territory then included all the land referred to 
as Acushena, Ponagansett, and Coaksett. Today the same territory is kno\nl 
as Dartmouth, New Bedford, Westport, Fairhaven, and Acushnet. 
Dartmouth's formal educational system was officially instituted at a 
I' 
town meeting on July 7, 1702, when the town itself was only thirty-eight 
years old. The records contain the following report: 
11 nAt a Tol'ln meting the 7th day of July: 1702 it was agreed fourty 
pounds for the paying of our Scoolmaster 18 pounds for a years scooling and y 
for paying a Tiorkman for building a town house." 
During the fol1o~~ng three years the schoolmaster's salary remained 
the same. 
A thorough search of the earliest tovm records reveals a ~~. Shepherd 
to be the first Dartmouth teacher mentioned by name. The town meeting 
record of November 26, 1707, states that "• ••• Mr. Shepherd was agreed 
£} 
with to continue his keeping of school one year more for 18 pounds." 
I 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1702. 
gj Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, November 26, 1727. 
Within twenty-five years, however, the town outgrew its original 
educational provisions. This is demonstrated in town records showing: 
"· ••• on the 3rd day of the month called April 1727, voted tha t 
there shall be suitable schoobnasters procured by the selectmen of the town 
besides the old grammar school master to teach children to read, write and y 
cypher." 
It is interes ting to note a t this point that the meaning of. the term 
"grammar school" as used in the early Colonial days is not synonymous ~~th 
its current concept. The grammar school of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries centered its attention on the study of Latin - and frequently 
Greek - grammar. An ability to read was a prerequisite. In contrasting it 
with our contemporary educational system, we recognize the early grammar 
school as the forerunner of our high school and junior college. 
The Dartmouth Town Records for each year since 1702 included some 
direct reference to schooling. These records are written in a very straight-
forward manner; for example, that for March, 1728 reads as follows: 
"Voted that hogs may go at large. Voted that John Akin 
Shall have our pound out of----for ye use of ye t wenty familys 
that are set off by a vote of the town from paying to any 
School master - Shepherd - it being supposed to be their 
proportion of ye vote towards the t wo School masters viz 
william pallmer and william holloway and if it be more than 
their proportion to return if you please any money to ye 
treasury again and if it~~ not their proportion to be made 
up out of the treasury." ~ 
Evidence that early Dartmouth teachers boarded out is noted for the 
first time in April, 1728, when it was "Voted that Josiah Mayhew shall have 
forty shillings for boarding William Palmer the town schoolmaster."£/ 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, April 3, 1727. EJ Dartmouth To~n Meeting Records, March, 1728. 
£1 Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, April 22, 1728. 
= 
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In the eighteenth century there were no schoolhouses in Massachusetts 
communities. The fact that Dartmouth's first schools were taught in private 
homes is clearly established in the Town Warrant of 1728: 
"Warrant- to choose a comtee to determine where the 
schoolmasters shall keep school in what houses in each 
villidj in ye town and to impower the comtee to proportion 
----of their aboad at ease house according to ye number of 
families wch shall live so as_ their children may go to school 
conveniently to their house. n1:/ 
An early Colonial law had fixed a fine of ten pounds on any to'm not 
hiring a schoolmaster.Zf Further legislation indicated that some towns were 
neglectful of their duties, for in 1701 t he General Court increased this 
penalty to t wenty pounds. Martin quotes: 
"The observance of the school law was shamefully neglected by 
divers towns, and the penalty thereof not required, tending greatly to the 
nourishment of ignorance and irreligion, whereof grievous complaint is 
made."Y 
The Town Records of 1728 affirm that Dartmouth probably had not 
discharged its responsibility on this score, and that the town was fully 
conscious of its default: 
"Town house in ye Dartmouth on monday ye 29th of July 1728: 
that the selectmen do forthwith procure a grammar scoolmaster for 
ye town for five years insuring or loss if he cannot be procured 
so long and ye grammar scoolmaster to be aprobated according to 
the laws of this province against or by the adjjerment at the cort 
of bristoll on the second tuesday of august, nex4pnd ye grammar 
scoolmaster to be paid by ye tovm of Dartmouth."j/ 
An earnest effort was apparently made to secure a grammar schoolmaster, 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, April 28, 1728. g; Martin, George H., The Evolution of Education in Massachusetts 
D. Appleton and Company, Ne•• York, 1902, p. 70. 
£/ Ibid., p. 70 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, July, 1728. 
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" 
for early 1729 records request " ••• reasons if any they have why 
Ephraim Leath should not serve as gra.m.rnar scoolmaster."y' 
In later reports concerned with that same year, we read, 
"Voted that t he village of acoxet shall be forthwith 
provided with a scoolmaster as well as the other villages 
at the towns charge for one year only his diet to be upon 
free cost to the tovm and poniganset people not to be 
debarred from sending to him if they so care also all other 
scool masters for tL~e tg 1come be provided with the diet at free cost to the town." g{ 
The threat of being fined f or the lack of a grammar schoolmaster 
continued to harass the town f a thers for some time. The 1733/4 Town 
Records refer directly to this threat. These records also indicate tha t the 
study of Latin was then required by law: 
"Ye 23rd of ye month called march 1753/4 voted that 
each vilage shall have free toleration to elect a school 
master for each vilage to be paid by a r a te upon each vilage 
if the said vilage see cause to elect one and that vilage 
which shall clear the town of being fined for want of a grammar 
schoolmaster by procuring a lawfull one shall receive ten 
pounds to be paid by the whole tovm in general and that any 
person or persons in each of ye vilages shall have free access 
or liberty to send their children to the school master for 
the benefi tt of the lattin t ongue but no other. 11~ 
At this time in its historJ, the town's chief economic pursuit 
commenced noticeably to affect the school curriculum. Geographically old 
Dartmouth commanded the northwest portion of Buzzards Bay; one easily 
perceives how it became - in its infancy - an industrious seaf aring 
community. Shipbuilding and whaling employed many residents of its 
various sections. In 1755, as a direct result of this vital interest in 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1729. 
2/ Dartmouth Tovln Meeting Records, December 29 , 1729. 
'3/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, March 25, 1755/4. 
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seamanship, navigation was introduced to the school curriculum. The course 
was, however, exclusive of the regular subjects and an additional fee was 
required of those students taking advantage of its instruction. The town 
1fathers 
11
• • • • voted that y,.-J.lliam l ake shall be schoolmaster 
for the town to teach English and grammar and the art of navigation 
and that he shall have fifty pound a year and that they that send 
persons to be taught the art of navigat ion shall pay fifty shillings 
a head to the town f or every person so taught it is also noted and 
agreed that the schoolmaster shall not take any of any other town 
to learn without the consent of t he town it is also voted that if 
the said schoolmaster is removed into coxcet (Westport) and 
acushant he shall have four pound more than the fifty pound already 
voted it was voted that they will receive the benefit of his teaching 
their children or ~7rvants shall find him his diet and lodging upon 
their o'l'ln charge. nb 
The preceding report demonstrates that Dartmouth followed the pattern 
established in other Massachusetts towns, wherein the . town decided what 
subjects should be taught, who should teach them, and what compensation he 
should receive. 
Some townspeople evidently felt the need for an additional teacher in 
1736. However, the records show that the majority of voters did not concur: 
"· ••• it was put to vote whether the town shalL have three 
schoolmasters it past the negative."Y 
In 1759 this need was alleviated. 
"Voted that there shall be three schoolmasters provided by 
the selectmen one for each village forthwith and .one of them at 
least to be a grammar schoolmaster. Voted that those persons 
who receive the benef it of the above said schoolmaster in teachi~~ 
their children shall find them diet without charge to the town. ny 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, November, 1735. 
gj Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, May, 1736. 
]/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1739. 
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From 1759 to 1798 the records show from one t o t hree schoolmasters 
1 
selected annually. These were chosen by the Select men; they could be 
removed only by the Selectmen: 
111771 - Voted on t he second Article tha t t here be one 
1 Grammar Schoolmaster for ye year Insuing Provided f or said Town by the 
Select Men and by them Pla ced and Replaced as they Shale Judge Proper."1f 
In 1787 old Dartmouth relinquished much of her original t erritory 
when New Bedford,- Fairhaven and Acushnet separa t ed themselves from their 
mother to~n . Though in itself this partition had no noticeable effect on 
the Dartmouth school system, the education system utilized during the 
Colonial period in Massachuset ta was soon to undergo a major alteration. 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1771. 
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II 
CHAPTER III 
THE DISTRICT SCHOOLS 
1789 to 1866 
In 1789 the state enacted another school law which stated tha t to~ns 
having fifty families were to furnish six months schooling each year by a 
master. The instruction did not necessarily have to be given in the same 
school. Larger tovms were to have a longer period of schooling. Towns with 
less than t wo hundred families were henceforth exempt from supporting a 
grammar school where Latin was the principal study. Only the selectmen 
could give permission for a youth to enter grammar school, if he was unable 
to read. The law also stated that the school should be visited at least once 1 
11 in every six months by the ministers and selectmen. This law is sometimes 
referred to as the "school districting law" because it -authorized and 
empowered the to;vnspeople to divide their towns into school districts.1/ 
Like many of the other towns in Massachusetts, Dartmouth was slow to 
obey the "school districting" law. From 1789 to 1798 the toVl!l continued 
,its policy of colonial days and voted to employ one schoolm&ster at the 
expense of the to~m. It was not until 1798, nine years after the state 
I 
"districting law" was passed, that we read in the ·Tol'ill Meetiz.~g records: 
"Voted that the selectmen shall divide the Town into School 
Districts and Make Returns to the Adjournment. of this Meeting 
Agreeable to the Seventh Article of the Warrant 
Voted to raise the Sum of two hundred and fifty dollars to be 
expended for the Support of the Publick School 
Voted that_~ere shall be one Schoolmaster employed at the 
To~ns expense."£/ 
1/ Martin, .QB· cit. p. 83 Rf Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1798. 
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At this time the selectmen still had charge of the schools, just as 
they had in colonial days. 
The records of May 14, 1798. states: 
"Voted to Accept the report of the Committee to Divide the 
Tovm into School Districts. n1f 
Many to~nspeople objected to this change and a special meeting was 
11 called to afford the citizens an opportunity to rescind their original vote. 
This they failed to do and shortly afterwards, the town was divided into 
eleven districts. Managers for each district were chosen. One of the first 
duties of each district manager was to give the Assessors the names of the 
head of each family in his district. This information was needed for tax 
purposes. 
As soon as the districts were organized, the money assigned by the town 
was apportioned among the districts depending on the number of families or 
the amount of taxable property. 
In 1798, $200 \vas appropriated for the support of public schools. 
Only $100 was voted in 1799. 
With the exception of the year 1802 when $100 was raised by tax, from 
1800 to 1810 the town appropriated $200 per year for schools. In 1811, $150 
was raised; 1812, $200; 1813 - 1815, $150; 1816 - 1817, $200; 1818 - 1819, 
$500. From 1820 - 1823, $300 was appropriated annually. By then the tonn 
was divided into 24 districts. Beginning with 1824 the amount of money 
1
appropriated annually began to rise. During the thirties, when there were 
26 districts, about $1,000 or more a year was the sum appropria ted. 
Throughout the forties schooling costs increased to $2500. By then there 
were 29 districts. 
!/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, May 14, 1798 
----=.:.....-=--- --- ---=---= ~ 
In 1826 the state of Massachusetts passed a law permitting the to~ns to 
choose t wo school committees. 
The first, called the "high committee", was to be composed of either 
! three, five, or seven members. In March 1826, Henry H. Crapo, Jonathan King, 
Wm. B. Mason, Isaac R. Gifford and Simon P. Winslow were chosen to serve on 
1Dartmouth's first "high committee" (school committee).Y 
Apparently there viere some townspeople who were not in favor of this 
1new change in the school system for on August 26 of the same year the 
residents voted to dismiss this group. Again they changed their minds for 
in the space of a few weeks they voted to reinstate the School Committee.s/ 
In 1829 the School Committee consisted of only three-members. It 
continued to have three members for many years. 
I[ George H~ Potter, ·Town Moderator f or a. great many years, tells us that 
the three members of the School Committee were usually chosen f rom as near a.s 
possible the three corners of the town, Smith Mills, Russells Mills, and 
'Padanaram. Each member vvas assigned the supervision of the district nearest 
1his corner and considered himself responsible for reporting on the district 
schools in his particular section of the town.£/ 
' 
It was the School Commit tee's responsibility to examine the qualifications 
of all school teachers hired. It was also its duty to visit each school, on 
some day during the l ast t wo weeks before the closing of school to examine 
the progress .made by the pupils • 
.1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, March 1826. 
£1 Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, August 1826. 
Y George H. Potter, "The Early School and School District System in 
Dartmouth," Dartmouth News, July 1934. 
~--- -- -- -=====---==--- = 
The second committee was called the "prudential" committee. Each 
school district had its own representative on the prudential committee. The 
prudential committee was charged with keeping the school houses in good 
order, providing suitable places for schools, and providing fuel and other 
necessities. The prudential committee member selected the schoolmaster and 
arranged for the different families in the school district to provide board 
and lodging. The usual arrangement was for the schoolmaster to stay a week 
or other short period with one family, th.en go to another .11 Since this 
arrangement frequently provided sharp contrasts in ways of living the 
teacher was forced to learn the art of diplomacy. However, it unquestionably 
provided a golden opportunity f or the teacher to acquire first-hand a 
•knowledge of human relationships. 
I 
This constant shift in "boarding places" may have been a factor in the 
rapid turnover of teachers. 
The first reference to an actual school house is found in the year 1817: 1 
"Bristol ss. to Othnial Tripp Constable of the Town of 
Dartmouth, Greeting: 
3rd to take into consideration what method will be most 
expedient for said town to prescribe on accou..l'lt of a Complaint 
which was presented to the Grand Jury at September term last past 
and Deferred to March term next against sai~ 1town for the deficiency 
of Publick School Houses and free Schools. u..& 
The townspeople immediately took action for in November of the same 
year we read: 
11 Voted that Each School District shall prepare themselves with 
a School house before next March." 
Since the early schoolhouses were all built by the districts there is 
very little in the old town records pertaining to them. 
11 George H. Potter, "The Early School and School District 
Dartmouth," 1934. 
EJ Dartmo~~h Towp _Me~ting Rec~rds, 1817. 
System in 
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.According to tradition the first public schoolhouse was built at the 
Head of the Gulf Road, also knovm as Seth Davis Corner. 
The first school house was a small one-roomed building with a Dutchcap 
roof, which made its appear ance unique in relation to other buildings in the 
town. It was situated by the side of the highway so that the door opened II 
directly into the road. Apparently the highway s erved as a play area but it 
unquestionably was reasonably safe at tha t time. 
Today, in t he middle of t he 20th century we often hear of the over-
crowded condition of our schools. It is interesting to look back over a 
century and a quarter ago and study the measurements of this one-room 
building which held up to sixty children.]/ 
"The floor is 15 feet 8 inches by 15 f eet 4 inches. The height of 
the room, 7 feet 8 inches, and there was formerly a little entry 5 f eet 8 
inches in width."1/ That was really overcrowded! 
Neither tb~e nor money was wasted in decorating Dartmouth's first 
school houses. 
"The usual cus tom of seating was to have long benches, usually on 
1three sides of the room, with shorter ones in the middle. A sloping desk for 
I 
the teacher and a chair or two made up all t he furniture tha t was necessary. 
1No paint or varnish was s een either on t he outs ide or the inside of the 
building. n.!/ 
The minutes of a School Commit tee Meeting of 1842 contains some 
enlightening information on school houses. This itemization was tabula ted 
in answer to a request from the State Department of Education. 
1/ Job S. Gidley, "Historical l:aimpses of Dartmouth Schools", Old Dartmouth 
Historical Sketches, No. 10, 1905, p. 11. 
= ~ -=---=--- -
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~'How many school houses in your town? 27. 
How many school houses hired? None. 
How many have been built? 4. 
At what cost? $2004. 
How many have been repaired? 3. 
At what cost? $960. 
There is an increasing interest in the cause of education 
manifested in every section of the town which is demonstrated by a 
greater amt. of schools; and by erecting three and repairing t wo 
school houses for the ease, co~~enience, and better accommodation 
of the scholars and teachers. nb · 
In 1842 the Town Meeting records indicate that a tax was being 
assessed on Real Estate to assist in repairing a school house in district 
Number 17. Later that same year the records show that non-residents vere 
also having their property taxed for the purpose of building a school house 
in school district Number 29. School houses were on the increaset 
~ :·i th so many district schools to be kept in order it was almost 
inevitable that some of them would be neglected. 
The 1852 School Committee frankly complained about the unsatisfactory 
condition of some of the district schools. 
Undoubtedly such conditions played a part in the abolition of the school 
district system. 
"Nos. 4, 17, 23, and 24 a.re entirely unfit - in their present 
condition - to answer the purpose for which they were designed. In 
No. 2 there is hardly an apology for a house. It is so very poor 
that the district were not able to have their school in it the past 
winter. 'We do not consider it fit even for a sheep-cote, showing as 
it does, marks of the skill of several generations of boys, on the 
walls and benches; but we forbear description - suffice it to say 
that when the Viildest imagination shall have drmm i:fE). most 
disgusting picture, it does not exceed the reality."]( 
Though the districts had schools, these were very bare. The ingenuity 
of the teachers must have been taxed to the utmost for they had little to 
work wittl. In ansv1er to a questionnaire sent out by the State Department of 
JJ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1842. 
gj Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1852 - 1853. 
·'L1 
. - ~ 
Education in 1845 t he School Committee asserted that none of its schools had 
blackboards, outline maps, globes, or any other apparatus.1/ 
Before 1826 school books were not standardized. Each pupil supplied his 
ovm textbook. Quite often there was a considerable variety of textbooks in 
the same class. 
In 1826 The School Committee was authorized to procure standard books 
at the tovm's expense. The price of the textbooks supplied were added to thel 
taxbill of the scholar's parents, unless they were absolutely unable to pay. 
The 1859 School Committee carried on the drive f or uniformity. 
"We Gifford, Slocus and Francis, Propose the f ollowing List 
of books to be used within the limits of this town of Dartmouth -
Websters Cummings and Towns spelling books Worcesters l. 2. 5 & 4th 
Reading books, Viebsters and Walkers Dictionaries, Smith Grallllllar, 
Smiths and Hall's Geographies, Emerson's Arithme~~c No. 1. 2. & 5-
The Scriptures to be read daily in each school. 11Y 
The 1852 committee entreated the citizens to encourage their successors 
systematize the school books. They claimed that there was such a 
jdiversity of textbooks and authors that it was a consumer of time and effort 
lfor students and teachers and necessitated an independent recita tion period 
l for each pupil. 
II In the early 19th century Dartmouth school teachers had to cope •d th a 
wide range of' ages in their classes. 
The 1859 minutes of the School Committee mention that there ~ere 86 
children under four years of age attending school. Sine~ the younger 
, children were more likely to attend school in summer than in winter and the 
1
number of scholars of all ages in school in summer was 786, it is safe to 
that more than 10 per cent were under four years old. Perhaps this helps 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, April 15, 1845. 
£/ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1839. 
say I 
to 
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I 
explain the extraordinary number of absences for although 786 were enrolled 
in school the average number of pupils present was only 488i . 
An 1841 memorandum kept by a young l ady teacher states that she had 25 
pupils. Five of these ·were three years old, while t wo were eighteen years 
old. The rest of the class ran the gamut of all the ages between three a.nd 
eighteen. 
I The following year this s ame teacher had thirty pupils, seven of whom 
were four years old, with three other children only two years old. Thus, 
one-third of the enrollment were mere babies1 Obviously a considerable 
amount of the teacher's time must have been devoted to nursery work. To be 
successful it would seem as if the teacher would have to be a composite of a 
~ other, nurse, and teacher and to have the patience of Jobt 
Some benevolent voters endeavored to induce the next year's Town meeting 
to raise the entrance age of pupils in order to keep the schools from being 
turned into day nurseries. The citizens were not yet ready to make this 
change for the records of the 1843 Town Meeting read: 
1:1 
"Voted not to exclude children from attending school under 4 years I 
1of age. 11 
In 1845 there were 65 children under f our years of age. Evidence that 
the members of the School Committee disapproved of this "early-to-school" 
policy is contained in their Minutes: 
"We believe our schools are injured by admitting children too young 
' to them, especially during the winter t erm. Children under four years of age 1 y 
should in our opinion be prohibited such a privilege." 
1/ Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1843. £1 Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, April 1, 1843. 
1 
,, 
This opinion was forcibly shared by others for by 1846 only 29 of these 
tender-aged children were in school. However, as late as 1884 a Smith Mills 
teacher's Register listed three children four years of age. Not until the 
tvrentieth century did six years become the minimum age for embarking on 1 
h 
formal school education in Dartmouth. 
The 1841-1842 School Committee gave an interesting resum' of some 
1 subjects then studied: 
"Number of scholars in public schools studying History of the 
' United States 58, Bookkeeping 17, Surveying 2, Geometry 0, Algebra 7, Latin 0, 
!I Greek 0, General His tory 23, Rhetoric 7, Logic 0, Physiology 0. 11 lJ I 
One member of Darmmouth 1 s first School Committee became nationally 
famous: Henry H. Crapo became Governor of Michigan. 
When elected to Dartmouth's first School Committee, Mr. Crapo was only 
t wenty-three years old. However he possessed unusual ability and knowledge. 
li 
His father vras able to make only a modest living as a farmer. Henry had j 
I 
•little formal schooling but was possessed of the same thirst for knowledge 
as was Abraham Lincoln. 
IJ 
He was largely self-educated. He was an omnivorous reader and kept a 
·little copy-Pook in which he v~ote all new words he experienced. He 
resolved to become a teacher because he felt teaching Vias the best way to 
At the age of 17 he applied for a district teaching position and was 
!hired "on trial". 
He taught school 
(Rhode Island). 
I 
His unusual ability was evidenced from the very beginning. I 
for nearly a decade in Dartmouth, Westport and Tiverton 
lJ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1841-1842. 
A district teacher's salary 1:\as then uncertain. The parents had to be 
persuaded to pay a small compensation for their childrens' tuition. No 
doubt this was very difficult to collect at times. The following typical 
memorendum was kept by Mr. Crapo: 
"Howard Potter Dr. to Henry H. Crapo il~arch 21st 1827 to 14 6/11 
weeks tuition at 25¢ $5.64. Cr. by 1 cord wood at 21•$3.50. Balance $0.14. 
Received payment, Henry H. Crapo." 
Apparently this was payment for one pupil's school year. 
About this time there was some deliberation concerning the establishment 
of a high school in Dartmouth Mr. Crapo desired to teach in it but felt that 
his lack in formal schooling mi ght prove too much of a handicap. Resolute 
as usual, he Vient to New Bedford and there asked John H. 1'.-. Page, Master of 
Friends' Academy, to examine him with a vievr to discovering whether he was 
adequately prepared to teach in a high school. Mr. Crapo was thrilled when 
Mr. Page gave him a written certificate of qualification. 
A memorandum kept by Mr. Crapo during a nineteen-week teaching- session 
in the high school provides us with many enlightening details concerning a 
teacher's life in those times. 
For example, he boarded at 35 different places, His longest time in any 
one place was seven days, t wo meals. His shortest stopover was one da.y. 
During 12 of the 19 weeks he kept school six days weekly. He was paid 
$18 monthly. When he taught only 41/44 of a month, he was paid only $16.78 
for that month. 
Out of the 108~ days he t aught, he paid for his o~~ board during six 
and one-half days; f or this he received 1.22 reimbursement. 
Mr. Crapo demonstra ted extraordinary skill in persuading farmers to let 
:18 
their children be educated. (In a farewell speech given by him, he 
I 
remonstrated with the farmers f or not sending their children to school; he 
1 charged that the farmers were interested only in having their siblings 
i 
1 
compute the amount of a few bushels of pota.toes and t o v.Ti te their names 
I 
with fancy strokes.) One man ~ith an unusually large fruaily bvught a farm 
which required much clearing. When Mr. Crapo suggested that the children be 
sent to school, the farmer replied that he needed them on the farm. ~here-
upon Mr. Crapo told him the children's minds needed cultivating even more 
than the land. By the time the youthful Mr. Crapo finished his fervent p~ea 11 
I 
the farmer admitted defeat: 
,I ".All right, all right," he said. "But you can only have eleven 
I 1) 
of them." 
Vfuen Henry Crapo moved to New Bedford, Dartmouth lost its f irst great 
I 
educator. _ 
Isaac R. Gifford ~as another educator keenly interested in promoting 
II 
education. He, too, served on the first School Committee. He was elected 
\ 3 times in all, although his appointments were not consecutive. He had the 
,distinction of being elected to the Committee more times than any other 
I 
person in the town's history. 
Typical of the earnestness. of Dartmouth's early teachers is the spirit 
.shown by Thomas K. Wilbur when he wrote these rules for his classes in 1830: 
\ 
"The following Rules and Regulat ions are for the purpose of 
supporting that harmony which (in and out of school) may be con-
ducive t o literary impvovement in its several branches which, 
if pursued,may enable us to become useful members of Society: 
1. Therefore it is concluded that no scholar idle away or waste more 
than 10 minutes about the School house in the morning after I get 
to it. 
t]/ Gidley, op.cit., p. 15. 
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2. That no one wait to be called into School the second time at 
any time in the course of the day, nor wait after being called 
to exceed 10 minutes. 
3. That every Scholar that comes to the School has the privilege 
of going to the stove to warm without asking liberty if he or 
she goes before taking his or her seat. 
4. That after Scholars have taken their seats they do not leave 
them on any occasion without liberty. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
13. That no one indtuge in the habit of smiling or laughing in 
school except some thing should occur that would render it 
allowable ." 1/ 
Mr. Wilbur's other rules disallowed whispering; marking or cutting 
school property;- leaving school vdthout liberty; throwing snow a t other 
11 scholars or within the schoolhouse; quarreling or fighting; taking part in1 ...a I 
lottery or gambling; ~riting letters on billets in school without permission ·I 
Apparently discipline has always been a problemt 
The early nineteenth century teacher had a more extended teaching week 
than those of us engaged in pedagogic duties in the present era. Schools 
kept every day except Sundays. Henry H. Crapo mentioned teaching six days a 
week f or t welve weeks . Later it must have been customary for the teaching 
week to cover five and one-half days. According to the School Committee 
Minutes of December 2, 1848, the members voted that each teacher be required 
to teach only five days a week. 
That same day the committee fashioned another change. They voted that 
teachers should not be required to teach on Fast-day, Fourth-of-July, 
Thanksgiving, or Christmas. 
The Town Meeting Record of 1828 contains the first reference to a high 
school. That year the citizens voted that high school should be kept in 
l/ Gidley, op. cit., p. 13. 
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three places: Smith Mills, Russells Mills and Padanaram. It is safe to 
assume tha t Mr. Crapo was then the teacher. However, a year later the 
I 
townspeople voted to dispense with the high school. No further mention of a 1 
high school can be found in the town records until almost four decades later. 
The School Committee Report of 1865-1866 warned the to~n: 
"The laws of the Commonwealth provide that towns with the 
population of Dartmouth should keep a High School, in which cer-
tain branches can be studied which are not taught in the common 
schools. A complaint has been entered against the town f or its 
non-compliance vd th the law, and is now awaiting the action of the 
subject. With our large extent of territory and our scattered 
population, we do not see that a high school, located in any 
one place, would accomodate many of the inhabitants; but by 
uniting some of the more populous, contiguous districts, t wo or 
three gTaded schools might be established, one of whom might 
have the character of high-schools, without materially adding to 
the present expense, and thus save the town from prosecution 
and the payment of a heavy fine."!/ 
school was held in the district school in Smith Mills. The high school, as 
we think of it today, did not emerge until a much later date. 
From about 1845-1865 a private academy was maintained at Padanaram. It 
was situated on the Davis lot, north of the Cummings house. When the 11 
building was torn down later the materials were taken to New Bedford and usedj 
in building a house. William Hobby was the first teacher in the private j 
academy. The School Committee Minutes of 1844-1845 mention that this school I 
I 
had an efficient teacher, and that instruction was given in languages and all' 
the higher branches customarily taught in the Incorporated Academy. They 
' also specified that the school had been in operation about nine months with 
an average of 40 pupils who paid a total of $480.00 for tuition. The 
!/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1865-1866. 
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scholars had to pay for all operating expenses. 
The next year, sessions in the academy were held 11 months. Although 
there were the same number of students the tuition amounted to a t otal of 
$640.00. The 1846-1847 Minutes carried the information that the school r an 
for 12 months. Tha t year there were ten scholars. The total tuition was 
$600.00. 
I 
The pealing of this academy's bell announced Lee's surrender to Grant 
a t t he end of the Civil War. 
In 1859 the average monthly wage paid male teachers - excluding board -
was approximately $18.00. Women received eight dollars. The cost of board 
f or men was eight dollars; that for l adies was five dollars. In 1847 the 
, remuneration was the same. At that time boarding cost for the "fair sex" 
1 
remained unchanged, but gentlemen's board was reduced to six dollars. A 
I Y glance at typical prices of that year demonstrates t he fact that educators 
could afford no luxuries: 
Women's fur muffs, $1.00 to $15.00. 
Women's corded skirts, $0.57~ each. 
Women's thick-soled gaiters, $1.50 to $1.75. 
Women's imported French boots, $6.00. 
Gloves, $0.50. 
Fans, $0.08 to $1.25. 
Cashmere shawls, $8.00 to $25.00. 
Linen, cambric or French la~n handkerchiefs, $4.00. 
Gingham, $0.80 per yard. 
Bonnet ribbon, $0.25 per yard. 
1/ Sunday Standard-Times, E. Anthony and Sons Publishers, New Bedford, 
- Massachusetts, June 29, 1947, p. 59. 
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Men's collars, $0.42 to $6.00. 
Gold pen, $1.25. 
Ice Cream, $0.75 a quart. 
By 1852 men's salaries had risen to approximately $26.00 monthly. 
Women received $14.00. They outnumbered the men instructors four to one. 
Undoubtedly the difficulty of raising a family on such a small salary kept 
many men from entering this profession. 
Four years later men's salaries reached the new high of $28.55. Ladies 
salaries, too, had been increased: $17.41 was their monthly pay. Ten years 
later the pay for men had increased $4.11; that for ladies a mere 87¢1 
Teaching salaries were to remain relatively low for decades approacr~ng a 
century. 
In the early nineteenth century the school session was usually four 
months long. The Laws of Massachusetts, March 4, 1826, required that schools 
be kept for the benefit of all inhabitants during ten months of the year. 
Dartmouth registered compliance with this law on March 2, 1827. The 
following item is contained in the town records: 
"Voted that 10 months of School be at or Near Hixs meeting house 
Smiths Mills Russells Mills Padanaram or head of a Poneganset river at the 
11 
Commit tee shall determine." 
The records of two months later read: 
"Voted to raise the Sum of four hundred dollars for the 
10 months School 
Voted to annex the 10 months School to the 4 months School 
Voted to reconsider the lant mentioned Vote 
1/ Dartm,outh Town Meeting Records, March 21, 1827. 
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Voted -that the General Committee Proportion the time of the 
4 months School to the Several districts in said tm'ln." 1J 
However, in Dartmouth there was still no definite length of time for 
school to be kept, since the 1859 School Committee Minutes inform us that the 
:
1 term of the winter session in the district school varied from three to seven 
and one-half months, while the winter s.ession was from one and one-half to 
four and one-half months in length. This variation was evident through the 
following thirty years. 
Judge George H. Potter says the first law requiring a report by a school 
committee was passed in 1858. The Dartmouth School Department possesses 
handwritten School Committee Minutes dating back to 1839. As far as can be 
determined, the earliest printed annual report in existence is that of the 
year 1852. This report was loaned to the writer by Ebeth Gidley Lane, 
daughter of JobS. Gidley, one of Dartmouth's foremost proponents of 
education. The report contali1s a frank estimate of all Dartmouth teachers 
' 
of the period. · While many of the instructors are praised, some are censured. 
As we read these statements, we must remember that the appraisals were 
subj ect to human frailties on bot.h sides. 
"District No. 1. - Summer term - Taught by Phoebe S. M --- , 
who succeeded but indifferently in t eaching and governing, and 
we cannot feel the children made that progress which they ought 
to have done. 
Winter term - Taught by Abby A. T ---; a teacher who 
evidently strove hard to succeed, yet whose discipline was not 
very successful. 
District No. 1 1-2. Winter term - Taught by Hannah P ---. 
Miss f ---did not manage wi th the prudence which is essential 
to good teaching. 
District No. 2. - The school was t aught by Olive C. Ashley. 
Miss Ashley is a teacher, who by mild measures, secures perfect 
1/ Dartmout h Town Meeting Records, May 14, 1827. 
I' 
order, is very inductrious, and eminently successful. 
District No. 18 - Winter term - Taught by Horace C -. We 
cannot speak very favorably of this school; the discipline v;e 
consider inefficient, and the studies not well directed. 
District No. 19 - Summer term - Taught by Susan E. Brownell. 
We feel it our duty to speak very highly of Miss Bro~~ell's manner 
of imparting instruction; she has the ability to make the labor 
light and the studies interesting; her capacity for governing is 
of a high order. "Y 
The estimates of the 36 teachers employed in 1856 were even more 
,detailed. Two were so unique they are repeated herewith: 
"District No. 2. The summer school taught by Miss Susan 
C --. Miss C -- was young, and this was her first school, but 
she was firm in government, and considering the irreverence of 
the scholars, and their inconstant attendance, they sustained a 
mueh better examination than was expected, and those who had 
been steady in their attendance, made such improvement as was 
honorable to them, and creditable to the teacher. The winter 
term was taught by Miss Mary S --. Miss S -- passed a 
tolerably good examination. At the first visitation of the 
committee, she was permitted to pursue her course; there being 
fifteen scholars present, the business of the afternoon was to 
hear them read and spell. The reading exercises were short, 
but the little that was done was well done. The Committee 
think her riotous conduct, which was without provocation, in 
dismissing the school, and leaving at the last t wo visita tions 
of the Committee, and the riotous conduct of a few individuals 
in the district, have no parallel in the history of Massachusetts, 
and must be deprecated by every good citizen. 
District No. 18. This school was taught through the year by 
Miss Alli~ie H. B ---. This was the largest school in to~, and 
somewhat difficult to control. Yet, as a general thing, it was a 
pleasant school, and in all respects a profi~~ble one, at least 
so far as the teacher was concerned. Some blame was attributed 
to the teacher in a case of discipline, by those whom we have 
never yet knovm to be satisfied with a school. It should be 
remembered for the justification of a teacher, that when a scholar 
assumes an attitude of hostility, and obliges them to use 
physical force in order to obtain submission, that such an 
exercise of power on their part, isnot only pardonable, but 
commendable. Those parents, in this district, place themselves 
in no enviable light, and are sadly wanting in the performance 
1/ Dartmouth School Commit tee Report, 1852-1853. 
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of a parents duty, who uphold their children in almos t every act 
of rebellion against a teacher's authority. They are sowing to 
the wind, and must of necessity reap the whirlwind." 1/ 
Personal estimations of teachers were still being written in 1865, but 
were much milder and more tactful. Shortly afterwards the committee 
resolved to discontinue this practice of appr aising teachers lest an 
injustice be done or someone's feelings unnecessarily hurt. Both school 
committee and teachers must have been relieved! 
It was almost inevitable that some discord arise between the school 
committee ("high committee") and the prudential committee. This was 
1 especiallv true in the matter of selecting teachers f or although the school 
I " 
committee conducted examinations of the teachers, the prudential committee 
hired the teachers. More than once a prudential member hired a relative or 
friend whom the school committee felt did not qualify for the position. This 
controversy was evident as early as 1838, The Town Meeting Report of 1838 
contains the item: 
"To see if the tovm will vote f or t he School Committee Not 
to higher teachers of Schools but to vote for the Prudential Committee to 
' higher them as usual. If 
Then, 
"Voted that the Prudential Committee higher teachers as usual ."£} 
The School Committee Minutes for October 2, 1841, served notice tha t t wo 
I 
Saturdays in November were being reserved f or the examination of teachers f or 
• the Winter Schools. Six weeks l ater the minutes said, 
"Candidates f or examination from only 7 districts were 
present - after a somewhat minute investigation of the attainments 
y Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1856-1857. 
£1 Dartmouth Town Meeting Records, 1838 . 
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of the gentlemen in the Elementary branches of Education, parti-
cularly Writing and Spelling; which we think are generally too 
much neglected; and in >ihich they appeared with a few exceptions, 
very well versed; and after urging upon them our views of the 
paramount importance of every particular attention to the rudiments 
of education, and of teaching thoroughly what they undertake to 
teach, we dismissed t hem."1/ 
The committee then proceeded to blame the Dartmouth Prudential 
Committee for not insisting that all teachers come for the examination. 
One year later the Dartmouth School Committee expressed itself thus: 
11As respect approbating Teachers the Comt. have not r aised 
the standard to that point of elevation that t hey would could they 
have the business to transact again - although nearly all the 
Teachers presented themselves, and with the exception of 2 or 3 
they gave evidence of their ability to discharge the responsible 
duties which devolve upon that highly respectable class, and when 
we visited their schools we were confirmed that t hey possessed 
the ability of which they gave evidence at first interview - but 
with respect to those who after a personal interview received 
neither verbal nor ~Titten authority from us (but were sustained 
by the Prudential Committee) we have nothing to remark that is 
favorable . "Y 
Apparently the Prudential Committee of 1845 vras more insistent t hat all 
teachers present themselves f or examination, since that year the Dartmouth 
School Committee wrote: 
"All the teachers presented themselves f or examination except 3 and 
we conclude that they were fully sensible of their ovm incompetency and 
y 
hence thought best not to present themselves." 
The School Committee's 1L~ual Report of 1852-1853 says: 
"A more hearty cooperation between the Prudential and School 
Committees will, aoubtless, be productive of good, in securing teachers 
I y 
whose qualifications are suited to the various wan t s of the Districts." 
1/ Dartmouth School Commit tee Minutes, November, 1841. y Dartmouth School Committee Minut es, 1842 . 
2/ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1845. 
i/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1852-1853. 
Four years later the Dartmouth School Committee ~Tites: 
"The selection of teachers is in the hands of the Prudential 
Committees, ~vho, as a general thing, have but a limited opportunity 
of knowing V;hether the teacher they select, is f itted f or the 
school or not; and in some instances, we know, that this, v.ith 
them, is not a considerat ion. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
We are thoroughly convinced, and nould earnestly recommend 
that the power of selecting and contracting ·~·iiith teachers, should 
be left in the hands of the School Committee. They know better 
what kind of a teacher a school needs, than nine-tenths of the 
Prudential Committees selected by the Districts; and they know 
better what teachers are adapted to the several schools." 1/ 
This attrition between committees persisted until the abolition of the 
district school system. 
Most civic-minded citizens have always considered election to the school 
committee to be an honor, Although at one time t he office carried a small 
remuneration, its only real reward has been the performance of an important 
civic duty, and the sense of accomplishment in carrying out tha t dut y to the 
bes t of one's ability. As is the case with all public officials, school 
committee members have been subject to much criticism from the minority. 
Consider the plight of the Committee of 1844, whose Minutes stated: 
"The Com. met at the Town-House and made this report which 
was accepted. - Thus end the labors and trials; the doings and 
duties of t he School Committee for 1843-1844 - the 'Notorious 
Three' have had their full share of reproach, not to use a 
harsher epithet, - may their successors have an easier task, more 
thankful Constituency and clearer Consciences. 11 gj 
The School Committee Annual Report for 1856-1857 also speaks of the 
matter: 
"We gladly retire, and trust that the interests of our 
schools will be in f ar more competent hands. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1856-1857. 
£/ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1844 
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It is sad to reflect that our most earnest efforts for the 
public good, have been so often misunderstood and condemned. We 
have found opposers too, and made enemies in recommending those 
measures tha t have been, and are advocated by the wisest and best 
in the State . On the other hand we have formed pleasant f riend-
ships and have been encouraged in the discharge of our duties . 
We bespeak .. for the School Committee of the coming year, a 
kindly consideration from our fellow-towns-men. You have 
selected men whom you considered qualified to discharge the 
duties of that responsible office, an office that we consider 
far more important than any other in the gift of the town . 
Sustain them, then. Give them your most cordial support and heart-
felt sympathy. 11y' 
The f'oregoiD.g chapters, insofar as the writer was able . to determine, 
paint the educa tional picture in Dartmouth during the period when the 
' district schools were in vogue. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1856-1857. 
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CHAPTER IV 
1866 to 1892 
In 1866, by means of a special ballot cast at the Tovm Meeting, the 
towns people abolished the school district system in Dartmouth. The vote 
was very close: of 208 ballots cast, 108 were for revoking the system. 
Dartmouth thus abolished its district schools three years before the Act of 
Legislature of 1869 made such abolishment mandatory. 
According to George H. Potter, the "high committee's" objections to the 
1school district system included the following points: poor schoolhouses, 
inefficient teachers, too many districts, unfair allocations of school money, 
and the ease with which the "prudential committee" might dismiss teachers 
from their posts.1f 
The School Committee of 1866 (Francis Mason, Samuel J. Carr and Joseph 
Weaver) commented in their annual report on the townspeople who tenaciously 
objected to the abolishment of the school districts: "Vie have lived so long 
under the old system that some persons consider it almost a sacrilege to 
mention a change. "Y 
The Dartmouth School Committee insisted, however, that 
"The ownership of the schoolhouses by the districts is the 
remains of the old system, when the money for tuition, board, 
wood, etc., was furnished by the districts or the indi viduals in 
the same. Now the town furnishes all the money for instruction; 
for the reason that the education of all the children is a public 
not private benefit;~~nd for the same reason, the houses should 
be public property. 11:& 
1/ George H. Potter, "The Early School and School District System in 
Dartmouth", Dartmouth News, July, 1954. £1 Dartmouth Annual School Report, 1865-1866. 
~ Dartmouth Annual School Report, 1865-1866. 
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The law provided for any tovm which voted to nullify the school 
district system to take over the school property. The value of the property 
was then to be remitted to the taxpayers of each district by way of a 
reduction in their taxes over a period of a few years. Viihen this was done 
in Dartmouth, $15,000 r:1ere "hired" for the purpose. The tovm assessors were 
selected as a committee to appraise all school property before its value was 
refunded to district o~ners. h~en Dartmouth voters thus abolished the 
district system, there v;ere 27 district schools in existence within the tovm. 
Shortly aft6r the town assumed full control of the buildings, it 
commenced construction of new buildings. The project received favorable 
comment in an editorial appearing in the New Bedford Standard Times, June 8, 
1869, end the progress of the transition from the district school system was 
noted progressively in the Town Meeting Records: 
11July 6, 1867 -
To see what further instructions if any the Tovm will give the 
Committee appointed to build and repair School Houses"; 
11 1868 -
Voted that the Building Committee be authorized to dispose of the 
old School Houses and lots ~henever they are no longer needed for school 
purposes"; 
"June 30, 1868 -
Voted that the Building Committee be authorized (by and with the 
consent and advice of the Selectmen) to purchase School House Lots at or near 
the places designated in the Report adopted August 25, 1866. 11 
The aforementioned New Bedford Standard-Times editorial said: 
11 The town of Dartmouth which abolished the district system in 
advance of the law doing away ~ith it throughout the State, and disposed 
3 
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of its old school buildings, has just completed a number of new 
school houses, conveniently situated in various parts of the tmm. 
They are all of one model, neatly painted, with a plain cupola for 
a bell, and an ample lot of ground. The grounds and fences are 
not yet completed, but when they are surrounded v;i th substantial 
fences, trees planted, .and the out-houses, which are rather too 
conspicuous, are concealed by evergreen shrubbery, as they should 
be, the town will have no superior among the country to\ms of the 
State for the neatness of its buildings. vre have not seen the 
interior arrangements, but presume they are in accordance with 
the external appearance. One of the old buildings is still 
standing in the south part of the town, - a dilapidated, rickety, 
tumble-dovm structure, and it is worth a drive around that way 
to witness the contrast between it and the nevr buildings • 
• 
The citizens of Dartmouth are to be commended for their · 
enterprise and progressiveness in the matter, and the youth 
ought to feel a ten-fold zeal in the acquisition of knowledge 
under the conditions they enjoy, so much more favorable than 
those of their fathers and mothers. We hope the other country 
towns in this vicinity, now that the district system is abolished, 
will emulate the example of Dartmouth and remove the ruinous 
old structures of which ther,e are too many standing. "1/ 
The Standard Times editorial writer's assumption that the school 
interiors were as carefully planned as their exteriors proved to be fallible. 
In 1870 the School Committee pointed out the need for improvement within the j 
buildings: 
"We most respectfully submit to our fellow-citizens that they 
place upon the building committee f or the houses yet to be built, 
some person vrhose acquaintance with school affairs will enable him 
to arrange the rooms in a convenient manner. Such an arrangement 
will not increase the cost, while it would very much increase the 
convenience of the school rooms."Y 
The School Committee had good reasons f or making this recommendation: 
"Some few of our houses are comfortable and convenient, 
leaving nothing, as stated in last year's report, to be desired, 
while others are very inconvenient in their internal arrangement 
and seem to have been built without any particular plan or apparent 
confidence in what the building might turn out to be when completed; 
the result of which was, in some cases, the building did not prove 
to be a convenient school-house, whatever else it might have been 
bl The New Bedford Standard Times, June 8, 1869 
£1 Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1870 
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well adapted for. One house Yle visited the past year, we found 
the blackboards so high from the floor a s to make it necessary 
for even the largest scholars to stand upon step to use them. 
In another house the desks are placed close against the walls, 
thus preventing entirely the having of blackbo&.rds where they 
a re much needed. Perhaps no blackboar d in the school-room is of 
much more use than the one over the teacher's platform, and in 
the arrangement of a school-room special care should be had to 
provide a convenient one in that part of the room; yet we f ind 
in a number of our new houses a door cut through this locality, 
ruining the place for a blackboard, and leading only into a very 
small room of no practical use, so f ar a s we can see.".1/ 
The School Committee Report for the year ending in April, 1870, 
demonstra ted tha t the abolition of the school district system was successful. 
The report stated: 
"It is ;d th the highest qualification that we can conscientiousl y 
say tha t in no previous year have our schools, as a whole, been so y 
1 successful." 
However, as may be noted in the Town Meeting Record of April, 1874, the 
minority f avoring retention of the district system was not yet convinced tha t 
the change was for the best. 
lr "Voted that the town do go back to the Old School District 
System and choos e a prudential committee. 
Voted to choos e a committee to petition the Legisla ture to 
grant the tovm leave to go back to the Old School System."~ 
The new system, demanding only one School Committee, had by this t ime 
gained more adherents and no f urt her action resulted from the f oregoing vote . 
The di strict system was definitely cast aside. 
Meanwhile, in t he Winter of 1869 teachers 1 meetings viere established 
"with decided success". The School Commi t tee reported: 
!/Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1870. 
~Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1870. 
~ Dartmouth Town Meeting Record, April, 1874. 
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"We found more interest manifested in them than we expected, -
y' 
our highest anticipations were more than realized." 
As a general rule, the teachers were permitted to have one visiting day 
a year. In 1887, however, instead of the usual visiting day, the Committee 
and teachers met for one day to interchange ideas and discuss the best 
teaching methods. 
Minutes for the meeting on June 15, 1889, contain the following 
notation: 
"Voted: to hold a teachers' meeting at Smith's Mills 2nd Monday 
after the beginning of school at 9 o'clock." 
The School Committee Report for that year said: 
11
.All teachers have manifested a great interest in the teachers' 
meetings that have been held during the past year, and have been 
very willing to heed the suggestions made in relation to the im-
proved methods of teaching and have tried to put them in practice 
in their several schools. Perhaps no one thine; has tended more to 
improve our schools than our teachers' meetings·. At the beginning 
of the winter term, the school board vis1ted the different schools, 
giving similar pupils in the several schools a v~itten examina tion, 
and made a report of the comparative rank of those examined in each 
school to the teachers, at a meeting held very soon after our 
visitation. This, too, had a tendency to stimtua te our teachers to 
do better v1ork. Let us progress slowly but surely, f or we believe 
this is the right way. When we are v. orking f or the good of our 
schools we have to deal with flesh and blood. Obstacles in the way 
of reform must be met and overcome by the milk of human kindness; 
otherwise what may be compared to a spark of opposition to some new 
thing that may be suggested, would be kindled into a destructive 
flame."Y 
The stimulus of learning tPxough observa tion was again offered to 
Dartmouth teachers in 1889. The Committee voted that teachers were to have 
one whole day during the winter term for the purpose of visiting schools. 
All concerned must have felt this practice to be beneficial, for in the 
following year the teachers were again granted a specific visiting day. The 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1869. 
~ Dart mouth School Committee Report, 1889. 
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Committee stipulated at that time that the day was to be passed visiti ng in 
New Bedford or some other l ar ge to~n. 
The following singular entry ~as f ound i n t he To~n Meeting Recorqs 
dated April 6, 1868: 
"Voted: not to pay t he t oll of scholars as must cross a toll 
bridge to attend a Public School." 
Perhaps this was one r eason why some scholars absented themselves so 
I 
,f requentlyl 
The parliamentarian of Dartmouth's town meetings was evi dently an 
extremely busy man v~ho was meticulously expert in dischar ging his duties. 
, For example, one reads t he following: 
II 
"April 4, 1870: 
Voted not to have a high school. 
Voted to reconsider. 
Voted to have a high school and t o authorize the school 
committee to have i t at Smith Mills." 
Then, 
"April 30, 1870: 
Voted to reconsider whereby it was voted to have a high 
school. 
Voted to recons~uer whereby it was voted to authorize the 
School Committee t o establish t he Hi gh School at Smith Mills 
village. 
Voted not to authorize the School Committee to establish 
the high school in some suitable place." 
At this time the high school offered a t·wo-year course. This 
"per ambulating" school was loca ted in South Dartmouth during 1868 and 1869. 
The next t wo year s it was situa ted in Smith Mills. In 1872 and 1873 
Russ el ls Mills was host to t he high school students . Then the cycle was 
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begun again, high school classes being held in rotation for t wo-year periods 1 
in each of the three main parts of Dartmouth. 
Since the town was l arge in area and travelling was then slow and 
difficult, relatively f ew students could t e.ke advantage of the high school 
courses. However, the School Committee of 1870 wrote, 
"We can again report the High School a success. Under the 
I 1/ 
care of Job S. Gidley most satisfactory progress was made." 
In 1878 the School Committee purchased some reference books for t he 
,1high school. These included ten volumes of the Chambers Encyclopedia for 
$18.00 and one volume of the Encyclopedia of Biography at $3.50. 
In 1880 Moses Tucker was appointed teacher of the Padanaram High School 
at a salary of $60.00 per month. 
The School Committee Minutes of March 15, 1881, reported tha t the high 
school cl osed its year of successf ul service with a very satisfactory 
exhibition of the scholars' attainments. There were then six graduates. 
In 1882 changes and improvements were suggested for the high school 
curriculum and location. The annual report stated: 
11 The High School has been held the past year- st South 1
1 Dartmouth, and has not only sustained its former high reputation, 
but has made a great advance in the grade of its scholarship, and 
the committee takes great satisfaction in reviewing t he work done 
the past year. If never before, the people are now seeing the 
benefits of this institution. Much of the improvement is due to 
the efficiency of the teacher, Mr. Tucker, who has l abored 
earnestly for the good of the school. Although the standard of 
graduation is higher than formerly, we would like to see it 
higher even than it is now. This can only be accomplished by a 
longer course of study. T¥m years is too short a time in which 
to do justice to all the branches required to be taught in our 
High Schools, and we hope to see the time not far distant when 
old Dartmouth vdll have a High School with a three, if .not four 
years' course, and with a permanent location at some convenient 
point."£:/ 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1870. Y Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1882. 
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In the 1883 Report the School Committee pointed out the disadvantage of 
the "wandering" high school. 
"Under the present custom, when the High School is removed 
from a pla ce, to return only after four years, very f ew, if any, 
of the graduates from the Grammar department of that section 
for the next few years ever attend school. They are discoure.ged 
on account of the distance, and either give up school altogether 
or remain under the same teacher, where they can hope to receive 
but little attention, unless it be at t he expense of the regular 
classes ·which v;ould be manifestly unjust to the school. And we 
thirlk further, that this 'wandering about' of the High School 
has, in itself, a tendency to discourage both parents and scholars. 
On the other hand , if the school were permanently located, v.-e 
could have a longer course, which is greatly to be desired. Also, 
by drawing from the three sections of the tovm instead of f rom 
one alone, the attendance would be much larger, which is the 
principal consideration in loca ting a school. We hope soon to 
have a High School which shall be worthy of the town and an 
honor to its citizens."1/ 
In Apri l, 1885, endeavoring to offer equal educa tional opportunities to 
all sections of the town, the School Committee voted to raise ~500 additional 
for the support of high schools a t North and South Dartmouth. Although the 
pr act ice of having t l"1..re e high schools was maintained for some year s it was 
not entirely sa tisfactory. In 1890 the School Committee said: 
"We have now, practically, three high schools. Few to~ns can 
afford more than one. No town of our size can support three good ones. The 
tovm will be a gainer if v.e abolish t wo high schools and have ~ a s good y 
as can be aff orded." 
And, 
"For the money now expended we believe a very good school can be 
mainta ined, - so good tha t it will atract t he majority of t hose fitted f or y 
i t from all parts of the tovm. 11 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report , 1885. 
£1 Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1890. 
£1 Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1890. 
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Contention concerning the establishment and location of a central high 
school was to continue for some time. 
In 1869 the School Committee voted that the school terms should be of 
uniform length throughout the town and that there should be three terms 
instead of two. They further stipulated that the first term was to 
commence May 5rd and to continue for ten weeks. Sessions were therefor 
held during the hottest season of the year. In 1874 the spring and fall 
terms were planned to consist of four and one-quarter months each. The 
winter term end1tred for three months. The division of the school year into 
I 
, periods similar to those currently observed was not to occur for many years. 
For some decades the attendance percentage had been low; that of 
tardiness high. T~~s condition arose partly from the fact, though the town 
was compelled to have public schools, attendance was not mandatory. 
In December, 1871, the School Committee made an earnest attempt to 
correct the condition. They made a decision to print the names of all pupils 
who were neither absent nor tardy for one, t wo, or three terms in the annual 
report. A few months later they ruled that any child betv1een seven and 
sixteen years of age who attended public school was to be declared a truant 
if he absented himself without the consent of teacher or parents. If the 
child became a habitual truant, he was to be fined $20.00 or committed to 
the town almshouse for a period not exceeding two years. 
The Selectmen were appointed truant officers in 1874. Two years later 
the constables were appointed truant officers. Dartmouth constables 
retained that duty for years. In the beginning they received $0.25 an hour; 
this amount ~as gradually increased until - by 1879 - they ~ere paid $2.50 
a day for the duty. 
.I 
I 
Records of the year 1870 evidence that juvenile deliquency was even 
then a real problem in Dartmouth. The School Conmittee reported sternly: 
"We find in some of our schools scholars who use profane and 
obscene language. This, like all evil habits, all should try to 
check. Parents can help in this matter by finding s ome innocent 
amusement for their boys at home evenings, instead of allo~~ng 
them to gather at our country stores, in many of which (will not 
say all) a certain class meet and tell their numerous adventurr·es 
and vulgar stories which do good to none, but retard the progress 
of some of our schools by corrupting the minds of the scholars."1/ 
In an effort to create harmony and order in the classroom, the 1871 
School Committee issued the following regulations: 
"Any person refusing to yield to the authority of the teacher, 
or submit to necessary discipline, or who shall encourage others 
in resistance thereto, may be summarily suspended from school, 
and the teacher shall immedia tely inform the school committee 
thereof, and such scholar shall not reenter school without t he 
consent of said committee. 
If any person shall use profane or unchaste language, and 
persist therein after proper admonition, he may be suspended 
from school. 
If any scholars shall willfully deface, defile, or 
otherwise injure any of the schoolhouses or the desks, furniture 
fixtures, apparatus, outbuildings, or fences belongi ng to the 
same he shall be held responsible for all damage. A written 
notice shall be sent by the teacher without delay to the parent 
or ~1.1ardian of said scholar. "Y 
The subject of discipline occupies more than a page in the 1882 Report. 
After censuring the parent for not visiting the schools more often, the 
report goes on to sta te: 
1' "Should parents visit the schools which their children 
attend, and ascertain f acts concerning t he little troubles and 
differences which will occur between teacher and pupils, corporal 
punishment in our schools would soon become a thing of the past."£/ 
An excellent treatise on behavior is contained in the 1883 Report: 
!/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1870. 
EJ Dartmouth School Committee Minutes, 1871. 
3/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1882. 
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"Perhaps there is no subject which required more careful 
study &nd thought than discipline. It seems that every point 
has been discussed, and at times ·without success. However, 
since every f ailure is a step towards success, we ought, in 
accordance with out natures, to keep moving in the matter, for 
so doing will eventually be fruitful of positive good. 
We are all agreed that perfect discipline can only be 
secured by a thorough understanding between parents and teachers. 
Steady employment is generally thought to be the best treatment 
for animals of the brute kind when afflicted with obstinacy and 
disobedience. The same treatment applied to children in the 
school-room would be productive of good, whether afflicted with 
obstinacy and disobedience or not."1/ 
The sincerity of the School Committee members is evidences by the 
splendid dissertation on discipline that occurs in their 1888 report. Not 
only is it beautifully written, but it expresses a thought synonymous with 
schools: 
"During the past year the discipline in some of our schools 
has not been just what we would have wished, and we attribute the 
difficulty that has occurred in some cases in a far greater degree 
to the negligence of the parent in performing his duty, than to 
the shortcomings of either teachers of pupils. When parents 
shall require their children to be 'obedient to good, wholesome 
school discipline, and not so free to listen to their likes and 
dislikes, and form an opinion against their teachers before 
having heard their side of the question, and thus enable their 
children, with little or no cause therefor, to succeed sometimes 
in rendering a school almost valueless that might have been 
made, -wvi th their united efforts on the teacher 1 s behalf, a very 
satisfactory and profitable one, we shall hear less about a 
lack of good discipline in our schools ••••• We appeal to 
those of you vrho have sometimes felt careworn and weary over 
your various family difficulties, that the teacher, too, has 
her burden to bear that is in no way lighter than yours; and 
think not just because she has locked her school-room door and 
is wending her way homeward, that her duties for the day are 
over. The live, energetic teacher is constantly thinking and 
planning how much more and in what better method she can interest 
your children in that which vdll be the greatest benefit to 
them. Look, then, not upon the teacher's vocation as .an easy 
one, and that she is nat needful of your sympathy and hearty 
cooperation. "Y 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1882. 
£1 Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1888. 
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The 1889 Committee stresses the value of worthy home influence and how 
much it can mean to a child in his formative years. This thought was also 
uppermost in the minds of the Committees of 1891 and 1892. 
"
1 OrdEir is heaven 1 s first law'; but how can we have good 
order in our schools when parents disparagingly speak of the 
teachers in the presence of their children? Or what wonder 
that the teacher fails to manage such scholars? ·· And when 
parents do not care whether their boys and girls are at school 
or not, is it any wonder that no progress is made, and that bad 
habits are formed through ignorance and carelessness? It is one 1 
of the great questions of today, how far parents are responsible I 
for the habits formed by their children. "1:/ 
This need for better home and. school relations was noted not only in I 
Dartmouth, but throughout the nation. Unquestionably it was one reason for 
the formation of the National Congress of Mothers inl896. This organization 
was the forerunner of ot~ current Parent-Teachers Association. 
Miss Anna D. Faunce had the honor of being the first lady elected a 
member of the Dartmouth School Committee. She was chosen for a two-year 
term in April of 1875. 
Twelve years later, in 1887, a second lady, Miss Lizzie Matthews, was 
elected to the Dartmouth School Committee. At the time of her election she 
1 was a member of the to~n•s teaching staff. Teachers dominated the committee 
that year, since Job S. Gidley - another committee member - was also engaged 
in academic duties. The third board member, Dr. Frank Sherman, objected to 
I 
I 
, this pedagogic control. The Minutes of March 8, 1889, recorded by Miss 
Matthews, carries this terse but resolute statement: 
"Dr. Sherman disapproves of Sch. Com. teaching." 
In June of that same year, when the teachers' salaries were listed, this 
statement is ·written after the names of Miss Matthews and Mr. Gidley: 
"(F. M. Sherman Votes No.)" 
--~----------------1/ Dartmouth ScEool Committee Report, 1892. 
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Since their salaries were definitely not in excess of the other teachers' 
remunerations, one wonders just why Mr. Sherman objected in their case. 
As far as the writer coUld determine, this was the only occasion when 
teachers controlled the School Board in Dartmouth. 
In 1876 the To~n voted to accept the $3000 bequest of Mary Crapo, ~~dow 
of Henry H. Crapo. The fund came to be known as the Crapo School Fund. It 
was to be used to promote the welfare of boys and girls in Dartmouth schools. 
In appreciation of Mrs. Crapo's generosity, Dartmouth later honored her by 
calling the grammar school on Slocum Road the Mary A. Crapo School. 
In 1870 the average monthly wage of male teachers was $46.50 monthly. 
Women earned $22.50 per month. By 1881, men teacher's monthly wage had 
declined until it averaged $,33.83. Thus the men suffered a $13.00 wage cut 
through a period of 11 years. Vi omen' s salaries, on the other hand, had 
increased to $24.60. In 1888 male teachers' wages suddenly soared to 
$50.61, whereas the ladies earned $28.50. In 1891 the average wage of the 
man teacher- $26.00 monthly- fell below the women's $29.36. The 1892 
Report .Feveals that male teachers had regained their supremacy in the wage 
scale: then the average male received $50.00 monthly against $29.69 for 
female~1 Salaries were afterwards to remain somewhat static for many years. 
In 1870 Dartmouth raised $4500 for support of her schools. The State 
School Fund contributed $212 .• 32 and the dog license fund, $205.95. 
In 1881, Dartmouth was still raising $4500 annually for schools. Also, 
the State contribution remained about the same. During that year, however, 
the dog population increased or collection of license fees was more carefully 
carried out, for this fund contributed 50 per cent more to the school monies 
in 1881 than in 1871. 
------------------------------................. .. 
The Crapo School Fund is listed for the first time in the year 1882, 
,when it contributed $167.49. By 1891, Dartmouth raised $5000 annually for 
school support: of this, $179.51 was received from the State; $247.95 from 
the Crapo School Fund; $80.80 from dog license fees. 
In 1870, 675 children attended Dartmouth schools, ranging in age between 
five and fifteen years. Average attendance at the schools was 60 percent, or 
400 students daily. 
Although Dartmouth's school-age population decreased from 675 in 1870 to 
483 in 1881, the latter year's ratio of attendance was highest, since its 
average attendance was 588 against the 400 of the earlier year. 
Th~ number of school-age children in 1889 totaled 530 and the average 
attendance for that year was better than 80 percent, showing that attendance 
percentage was slowly moving nearer the ideal . 
In 1870, the schools were open eight months, nine days. Four years 
later the sessions had shortened to seven month, seven days. In 1881 the 
sessions were lengthened to total nine months and one-half a day. The 1891 
' Report indicated a shortening of the school year to eight and one-half months. 
I 
This last school year is not much shorter than the current one. 
The Dartmouth School Committee voted in 1875 to change all the school 
Readers to the Monroe's Series. Though this change was done at the scholar's 
expense, if he turned in an old Reader, he received a Monroe Reader for half-
price. 
The 1884 Legislature passed this law: 
"The School Committee of every city and town shall purchase, 
at the expense of said city or town, text-books and other school 
supplies used in the public schools, and said text-books and 
supplies shall be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free 
of charge, subject to such rules and regulations as to care and 
custody as the School Committee may prescribe." 
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At long last there was to be uniformity in text-bookst 
The list of books helpful to instructors ordered by t he 1888 School 
Committee included 19 copies of How to Talk, 19 copies of How to Write, 20 
Hints on Teaching, and six books on the Quincy Method. In 1889 they adopted 
Harper's Copy Books and voted to buy 21 copies of Drawing Made Easy. The 
following year, they voted to use series 2 - 3 - 4 of Drawing Made Easy. 
An interesting item appears in the 1878 Minutes: 
"The School Comtt. in order to save a large threatened 
expense, at the Westport Factory Union School, have decided for 
the present only: to accomodate half the factory children at a 
time. If we undertook to force the ~tendance of all the factory 
children to one term, it either would result in a partial 
closing of the factory, or a fresh importation of factory help, 
making the town liable for the support of families, thus thrown 
out of employment."1/ 
In 1876 the School Committee adopted a system of grading. The 
following year they voted that an examination be made of each pupil near the 
end of the winter term, and certificates be given each pupil who successf ully 
passed the examination of the year's work. They also voted to give diplomas 
I to every scholar who completed the courses of grammar and high school. 
Apparently there was an arsonist in Dartmouth in 1876. Town Meet ing 
Records f or that year show that the Dartmouth Selectmen were authorized to 
II 
offer a reward of $500.00 for information leading to the conviction of person , 
, or persons who set fire to the school house at Smith Mills. The reward, a 
sizable one at that time, indica ted the value of the school. At that time 
the Smith Mills School housed both grammar and high schools. 
Music was first suggested as a possible study by the School Commit,tee 
in their 1884 Report: 
1/ Dartmou~~ School Committee Minutes, 1878. 
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"This is a subject which, we think, never before has been 
brought into a Dartmouth School Report. Yet we consider the study 
of music is of as much importance as some other studi es that are 
pursued in our schools, that are considered of grea t importance. 
'A man who has no music in his soul is fit for stratagems and 
spoils.• Music will furnish a pasttime, to the majority of pupils, 
more agreeable than Latin or Greek. 
In some towns, ~~d nearly every city , mueic is t aught in the 
public schools. But in our schools, or a t least in some of them, 
the teachers and pupils, if they wish to have a musical instrument 
in the schoolroom, have to furnish it from their own private 
resources. How much better it would be for the pupil, when tired 
of the regular routine of the schoolroom, to recreate the mind by 
means of music, than in t he many other worse than senseless ways 
resorted to in and about our schoolst And the ef fect, instead of 
being beneficial, is too of ten quite the opposite."J/ 
The 1885 School Committee Report contained valuable suggestions for 
primary school teachers. 
"There seems to be a great def iciency in most of the 
candidates for our High School in good plain English. When called 
upon to write compositions or essays upon simple subjects, the 
majorit y of the pupils show a want of practice that they should 
have had in the early part of their school training. What is 
needed, in a special manner, is, tha t the teachers of the Primary 
School should try to get their youngest pupils (all of their pupils) 
interested in writing, and require them to write down some portion 
of the ordinary conversation or oral work of the school-room 
daily. In this the pupils will acquire the habit of writing; 
errors may be corrected, and a great benefit will be derived by 
this method of instruction. Pupils, as a rule, can converse 
easily about a subject, but when required by their teacher to 
write upon the same subject they seem to t hink something 
diff icult is required of them, and most of them f ail to write 
a s well as they can talk, simply because of the want of practice. 
We have suggested heretofore that the t eachers of our Primary 
Schools spend more time with their pupi ls in writing simple, plain 
English. In school s where this is practiced, as a rule, the pupils 
are more proficient in all the studies pursued in the ,school-room 
than in schools where too much time is spent in the 'question and 
1 answer' method from the textbook. "Y 
1 
The 1889 Report mentioned the visit and helpful suggestions of George 
H. Martin, agent of the State Board of Education. The Committee was pleased 
to think that a representative of the State Board would find time to visit 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1884. 
f/ Dartmouth School Commit tee Report, 1885. 
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all Dartmouth's schools- remote though they might be- and offer the 
teachers and the School Comraittee his constructive criticisms. Today, Atr. 
Martin is best remembered for his educational classic, The Evolution of the 
Massachusetts Public School System. 
Dartmouth suffered a mumps epidemic in 1888: 
n In some instances more than half of the number in some of 
]} 
the schools were out on account of the mumps." 
Factors important in controlling the spread of contagious disease had 
already been sensibly considered in the 1891 School Committee Report: 
"There is abundant evidence of the facility with which 
"contagious diseases" are spread by means of schools. This 
being popularly known, the first step used to be the closing 
of the schools for a short time. Probably this has a good 
effect, but the real good to be aimed a t for the well being 
of a community is outside of schools, and consists of isolating 
the patients. Vlhen patients are also pupils the function of 
the school as a co-worker with sanitary authority begins. The 
town should have a local bo.ard of health with power to make 
regulations to prevent the spread of contagious diseases by 
preventing persons from attending school, also to suspend the 
use of the buildings and rooms when judged to be dangerous to 
public health. It may sometimes be desirable to waive this 
right in favor of Boards of School Control, but the superior 
right should belong to the Board of Health ••• It is hard to 
say with certainty how soon a patient may return to school. 
It may be well to subject pupils to a delay, if when school 
opens, it is found they have been exposed to some contagious 
disease; this may prevent an outbreak i.'Yl the school • • • 
Teachers will do well to take notice."Y 
Transportation of students was a matter of growing concern to the 
Dartmouth School Committee members. Their town was the second largest in 
ar ea in Massachusetts and, with very few exceptions, there was no public 
conveyance which students could use to reach school. This f actor 
necessitated more schools than the tovm population actually demanded. 
,I 
The transportation problem was first mentioned in an 1890 School Report: ' 
b/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1898. 
R/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1891. 
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" ••• The disadvantage resulting from a large and rather 
sparsely settled township, is that it necessitates a large number 
of schools and a l arge number of teachers in proportion to the 
number of scholars, makes the economical administration of your 
schools and leaves opportunity for improvement in many ways. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"For it must be evident to every thinking man and woman 
that if we can concentrate our scholars we can employ fewer 
teachers, who would naturally be those of the best attainments 
and most experience, and so we can do better work. Again, 
concentration would make possible a more exact grading and more 
scholars in each grade, an advantage economically and in other 
ways. 
Your committee recommend, therefore, providing there is a 
reasonable amount of approval and cooperation on the part. of the 
parents, that certain school houses be closed and the pupils 
furnished transport~tion to a center, where they will receive 
care and attention throughout the day. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
This plan has worked to advantage in certain other towns 
in Massachusetts. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As to the gain in economy, if V! e suppose the cost of 
transportation to be fifty cents per week f or each scholar, the 
annual saving in teachers' salaries and fuel would be 
considerable."l/ 
Evidently other townspeople shared the School Committee's opinion, for 
at the 1892 Town Meeting the sum of $200.00 was voted to be used at the 
discretion of the School Committee for the transportation of pupils. Though 
this was a step in the right direction, transportation was to remain a 
vexing problem to the Committees for many years. 
An expression of opinion on the subjects to be emphasized in the school 
curriculum was made in the School Committee Report of 1882: 
"It is true the number of studies are sometimes abridged for 
want of time, but the grades of study have been adapted to our 
real needs, and, if carried out, will secure all we can expect. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1882. 
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,I 
~e think there has been a tendency in our public schools to spend 
too much time in the study of arithmetic and geography and not 
enough in the study of language. Geography has been taken up as 
a study in the third primary grade, but we think it could be with 
profit, omitted until the scholar reaches the second higher grade, 
when he can pursue its study more intelligently. By lan~~age we 
mean reading and writing, and by writing we refer more particularly 
to the art of putting on paper one's thought in the form of 
compositions •••• 
Thus we say that above all other studies' in our public schools 
should be placed language , and that more time should be devoted to 
it than has been the case formerly. "1:/ 
The need of proper ventilation to comply with laws- concerning public 
buildings and public health was first discussed in the Minutes of February 
10, 1890. Committeeman Job S. Gidley was requested to correspond hith the 
State Inspector of Buildings. to ask if an open firepla ce in the schoolroom 
would be satisfactory and fulfill the lawful requirements. Two months l a ter 
Mr. Gidley reported that any system accomplishing a satisfactory ventilation 
I 
would meet with approval. In its 1891 Report the Committee state that 
summer ventilation was easily attained by opening doors and windows, but 
that ventilation in the winter season was a more difficult matter: 
" 
. . . . We must let into the rooms a sufficient amount of pure 
warm air, and take out of the room the air contaminated with the poisonous 
products of respiration." 
The report goes on to relate consideration given to different methods, 
and finally, 
"Your committee decided therefore to provide for the crowded 
school houses a system by which a supply of pure a ir is continually 
taken from outside and warmed before being distributed to the rooms. 
This is done by a hot air furnace. Provision is made for changing 
the air and f or allowing the impure air to escape by connecting 
pipes with a ventila ting shaft that surrounds a hea ted pipe and 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1882. 
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is itself heated by it. This pipe is the smoke pipe and is heated 
by the smoke in its passage to the chimney. 
The ventilation ha s been very much improved in these 
buildings •••• The rooms have been comfortably warmed in the 
coldest weather. "Y 
Ventilation, however, continued to be a problem in the Dartmouth schools. 
In 1892 the Committee recommended building a new school at Smith Mills, 
admitting that the ventilation equipment installed the previous year had not 
1 
been so successful & S anticipated. 
In their 1890 Report, the School Committee gently criticized the 
meagerness of the Dartmouth School Budget: 
" •••• It is to be remembered that the services of good 
teachers have a commercial value and that mor money ~ill provide 
better teachers or enable us to keep those we have. 
It may be of interest in this connection to state that in 
respect to percentage of the evaluation of taxable property for 
the years 1887 and 1888, the only figures now available •• 
show t wo hundred seventy-two cities and tovms of Massachusetts 
appropiate a larger percentage for schools than Dartmouth. In 
comparison to Westport, a town similar to ours in many respects, 
our showing is not remarkably good, for Westport stands 108 on 
the list and appropiates $ .00385 as the percentage of her 
taxable property, against $ .00274 for Dartmouth (1887-1888). 11 
The 1892 Report suggested a remedy for the problem of having to employ 
inexperienced teachers: 
"Have young candidates for teachers stay a year or more 
in our best schools (without pay) under the superv1s1on of 
experienced teachers, where they may better learn the art of 
teaching. "Y 
This last-mentioned report also offered advice concerning the 
curriculum which is as applicable today as it was in 1892: 
"V';e are required by law to have taught in our schools the 
hurtful effects of the giants alcohol and tobacco when taken 
into the system. Do we not owe enough to the good of humanity 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1891. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1892. 
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. I 
to learn self.,;.denial in these things and set an example we would 
not be ashamed tha t any child should follow?"1/ 
The idea of having a Superintendent of Schools in Dartmouth was first 
considered in the 1890 Report. 
"There is but one opinion among all authorities on the 
subject of education as to the great advantage of supervision 
by one wi th expert knowledge of the subject over supervision by 
a school committee. We believe it would be easy to f ind a 
satisfactory board of school committee who would serve without 
compensation, provided the executive duties were performed by a 
superintendent, leaving to them only the administrative functions. 
If this be so, ru1 extra annual expense of $200 or $300 would 
furnish us the services of a superintendent f or a part time, 
providing ie united with another to~~ f or this purpose, in 
a ccordance with Chapter 431 of the Acts of 1888, which are here 
given. 
1. Any two or more towns may ••• by vote of the several 
towns, unite for the purpose of t he employment of a superin-
tendent of schools under the provisions of this act. 
2. When such a union has been effected, the school 
committees of the towns comprising the union shall f orm a 
joint committee ••••• Said committee shall meet annually. 
They shall choose, by ballot, a superintendent of schools; 
determine the relative amount of service to be performed by him 
in each town; fix his salary; and apportion the amount thereof 
to be paid by the several tovms, and certify such amount to the 
treasurer of each tovm." 
As we shall see, this consideration was acted upon at a later date. 
On June 25 , 1890, Job S. Gidley resigned from the Dartmouth School 
Committee after t wenty-six years of service. His resignation was a ccepted 
' with regret. Mr. Gidley vvas unquestionably the outstanding educator of this 
period, serving both as a teacher and a member of the School Cownittee. He 
also served as To"n Clerk ~d To~~ Moderator. 
Mr. Gidley rode a white horse to and from school and during the school 
sessions he kept it tied in the school yard. He was well liked and known 
to have a good sense of humor. He wore a high ha t and on one occasion this 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1892. 
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hat vras observed to fall from its peg to the floor. A student was just about 
to mistreat it when Mr. Gidley appeared unexpectedly. "That's rie;ht, 
William," he said, "Kick the master's hat." 
About the time of his resignat ion the period in Dartmouth educational 
history ended when the School Committee presided over both administration 
and supervision in the public schools. 
Boston University 
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CHAPTER V 
1892 to 1925 
The 1892-1895 School Report made history in Dartmouth, for it y,as the 
first report t o be prepared by a school Superintendent rather than by the 
School Committee. 
J.Jir. Seth Crocker's first report stressed that: 
"There should be a central authority for advising the Board 
of the needs cmd conditions of the schools ; for purchasing and 
distributing supplies; for designin§.' a general outline of subjects 
to be studied, and directing t he methods to be pursued; for 
observing the teachers' work and determining their fitness for 
their positions , and for the unif ication of the system. 
'1' The superintendent should be f amiliar vdth the discipline , 
instruction and personal influence of every teacher in tovm. He 
ml:.y have teachers as studious, a s thoughtful , as alert a s himself, 
but from his wider outlook and better opportunities for obser-
vation and comparison, he is in a more f avorable position for 
judging correctly the quality of the work done; and the better 
the teacher, the readier she is to receive and adopt any 
suggestion that his thought or observation may lead him to make. 
Supervision by superintendents has long since passed the 
experimental stage. Everywhere it has met ~~th f avor. In this, 
as in all great.reforms, Massachusetts takes the lead. More than 
eighty-five percent of the school children V~-ithin her borders are 
attending school under skilled superintendents. The people pay 
liberally for support of the schools, and they are vdlling to 
pay still more liber ally if confident that the schools are well 
managed and the money wisely. spent. This confidence will grovr, 
I believe, with the continuance of the present system of 
supervision by a superintendent. 111/ 
Mr . Crocker admitted t he "year just passed" to be a "busy one", f or . 
the "nineteen widely sca ttered schools" of Dartmouth "furnished sufficient 
work to keep one busy all the time; but besides these" he "had nineteen 
equally isolated schools in V'.'es t port· to care for, - so" he had "a ttempted 
1/ Dart mouth School Report, 1892-1893. 
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the work of t wo men, and the strain has been very great". 
He felt keenly the need for more men teachers. He recommended a man be 
hired as principal of one school because "it is a grave mistake to eliminate 
the masculine element from our teaching force. Boys and girls, in their 
maturer educational life, should come in contact vrith refined and robust y 
manhood." 
Superintendent Crocker also propounded thejdea of student transportation 
and consolidation of the school units: 
"There are nineteen schools in tovm and seventeen school-
houses, one of which, the Chase Road, has been closed, because 
of the small number of scholars attending. For the same reason 
five others should be abandoned, and the pupils transported to 
larger schools nearby. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 
Consolidation is in accordance vii th the spirit of the times. 
'In union there is strength.' Added numbers, within reasonable 
limits, means added interest. 'I'he friction of mind. on mind pro-
motes intellectual activity. With fewer schoolhouses the cost 
of heating and repairs is lessened as well as the cost of 
teachers."'§./ 
It is easily seen tha t the philosophy of Seth Crocker vra.s "to do common 
things well". (Mr. Crocker later invented a self-filling pen and became a 
successful fountain pen manufactt~er.) With him an era of trained 
supervisior.. began. These men succeeded him: Clarence E. Brockvray, 1894-1897; 
~inthrop N. Crocker, 1897-1902; Ernest P. Carr, 1902-1906; Albert S. Cole, 
1906-1915; Leon E. Prior, 1915-1918; Frederick L. Kendall, 1918-1922; 
:Austin R. Paull, 1922- ----. 
As seen in Mr. Crocker's preceding comments, the superintendent then 
served a Union Superintendency, as one half of his time was spent in 
!/ Dartmouth School Report, 1892-1893. £1 Dartmouth School Report, 1892-1893. £1 Dartmouth School Report, 1892-1893. 
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Dartmouth, the other half in ·westport. In 1896, Clarence Brockway also 
wrote of the difficulties in supervising such a widely scattered area: 
"It is a l e.rge territory, and schools are far scattered," 
requiring "an average of seventy miles a r:eek in travel. r;i th 
bad roads and bad weather, this brings a severe strain upon 
physical powers, and consumes time which a superintendent is 
loth to spare. "Y 
However, the Unio:u Superintendency persisted until 1911, v.:hen Dartmouth 
decided to engage a full-time superintendent. 
Mr. Seth Crocker's first superintendent's report also made earliest 
mention of a detail now universally accepted as an indispensable fixture of 
our public schools: 
"The 1\..merican Flag now waves over many of our village schools, and 
it is hoped that this beautiful emblem ••• may ere long be seen floa ting y 
daily above every school-house in our town." 
On November 17, 1896, the School Committee voted to furnish flags for 
the schoolhouses that had none. In his f:irst annual report covering the 
years 1897-1898, Superintendent Winthrop Crocker announced happily: 
"Each school now has a flag. 
By direction of the Committee flag-staffs were placed upon 
all school premises, not otherwise provided, and from time to 
time flags were raised over each building 'I'Ji th appropia te 
exercises."E./ 
Transportation of students to schools became a wajor issue in this era. 
In 1902 the Central school was closed and the pupils were transported to 
Smith Mills. The 1905-1906 School Committee Report stressed the need of 
parental cooperation with the Transportation Officers: 
1/ Dartmouth School Report, 1895-1896. 
E) Dartmouth School Report, 1892-1893. 
3/ Da rtmouth School -Report, 1897-1898. 
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"Like all systems, transportation has its advantages and 
disadvantages. Still, on the whole, the present Committee believes 
that it is for the best interests of the schools that it be kept 
up. 
Vie would also suggest that in vievl of the small sum received 
by them that the parents along the different routes co-operate with 
them (i.e., _ the present Transportation Officers), instead of 
hindering them in the performance of their duties."J/ 
At the same time, Superintendent Ernest Carr expressed the 
realization that transporta tion of s tudents and its advantages to Dartmouth 
in economy and efficiency w~thin the school system must come gradually to 
t he community - it could not be forced upon the townspeople. 
"Transportation should not be forced upon the community. It 
must come gradually, but ••• it should be te~en seriously and applied y 
wherever conditions warrant·. 11 
wbile the consolidation of students within fewer buildings was 
generally advantageous to the school system, at fir st glance perhaps the 
transportation activities appeared costly to parents. In 1905, for example, 
student transportation cost the town $919.75; four years l a ter transportation 
costs had more than doubled. 
In 1914 Superintendent Cole a ttempted an explanat ion of' rising 
transportation costs: 
"The cost of transportation is nov; nearly six times what it 
was in 1903 ••• A large part of the increase is due to the fact 
that much more is demanded for the same service now than formerly, 
although the Committee endeavours to get the work dome as cheaply 
as they can for efficient service. The increase in the number of 
ba.rges has .been due to closing of s chools and in putting on teams 
to serve pupils who had unreasonably long distances to go to get 
to their ovm schools. I f we should compel the pupils "to walk 
long distances;" if vre should re-open the schools ••• we might 
save, in money, about $.2000 per year. But in order to do this it 
would be necessary to t ake away the high school assistant at 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1905-1906. 
2/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1905-1906. 
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Russel ls Mills and greatly reduce the efficiency of that high 
school."l/ 
By 1925 transportation costs had soared to $15,000. However, by then 
everyone recognized student transportation to be obligatory in a to~n of such 
extensive a rea and sparse population. 
As early as 1897 attention ha.d been dravm to the fact that small 
children should be allowed to begin school only at stated times, in order to 
f acilitate class grouping: 
"If children a ttending school f or the f irst time were per-
mitted to enter only at stated times, as at the beginning of the 
spring or fall terms, the work of grouping would be much more 
satisfactory to the parents and teachers. At present a child 
may enter a t any time during the s chool year, and at his ,, 
appearance the teacher must give him special attention, f or he 
cannot be placed with any class •••• When a number of children 
thus enter during the term the teacher is made extra care, much 
of her time is vvasted, and her work confused. They form a class 
and advance with system when they all wait and enter together at 
either of the times stated above."£/ 
Again in 1906 Superu1tendent Carr ~Tote of this in his annual report, 
suggesting 
"No child under the age of seven years ••• be admitted to 
any school except at the beginning of the fall term, or w~thin 
four weeks thereafter, unless qualified to enter classes existing 
in the school at the time of entry."~ 
However, the presence of Unusually young children in school still 
presented a problem. In 1897 there were nine children under five years of 
age . In 1907 there vrere four pupils four ye ars old or younger; in 1908, 
five. When - in 1909 - 56 out of 144 first grade pupils failed to be 
promoted, the School Committee voted: 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1914. 
£1 Dartmouth School Committee Report , 189~. 
~Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1906. 
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"No pupil shall be admitted to any public school in Dartmouth who 
11 
haE: not reached the age of six years." 
During this period public school administration was plagued with the 
usual number of reprehensible problems. In the 1902 report the Committee 
sought parental cooperation to reduce an epedemic of tardiness: 
"During the past three years • • • the number of cases of 
tardiness has increased from 1854 to 2969 while the number 
enrolled has increased from 569 to only 622. 
. . . . . . . 
The school age is the most impressionable age of one's life, 
and i f the child is allowed to form the habit of being a few 
minutes late, that habit will seriously interfere Vii th his f ut ure 
usefulness as a citizen. It is hoped tha t something may be done 
to arouse parents to their duty in this respect. "Y 
The 1895-1894 Report published an article against cigarettes and 
smoking amongst youngsters, and quoted the statute established by the 
Massachusetts Legislature in 1885: 
"'Physiology and hygiene, which, in both divisions of t he 
subject, shall include special instructions as to the efects of 
alcoholic drinks, stimulants and narcotics on the human system, 
shall be taught as a regular branch of study to all pupils in 
all schools supported wholly or in part by public money, except 
special schools maintained solely for instruction in the particular 
branches, such as drawing, mechanics, art, and the like studies.' 
We are trying to carry out the spirit of the statute in our public 
schools, ut there is need of a more hearty cooperation on the 
part of parents."~ 
Superintendent Cole wrote of the importance of the child's home life; 
Truant Officer King 11'Jrote against the indifference of parents. 
Mr. King reported such indifference to be the major cause of truancy. 
A few truants, however, he listed "kept at home for labor", and at one time 
t wo truants investigated by him were found to be kept at home because the 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1909. 
2/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1902. 
~ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1895-1894. 
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parents objected to their being transported to a distant school. In this 
latter case, the School Committee authorized action against the parents 
under the Compulsory School Law, and when the case came to trial in the New 
1 Bedf ord District Court it was decided in favor of the tovm. The most 
. flagrant truancy ended in 1897, Vihen the Legisla ture voted that habitual 
truants between the ages of seven and fourteen be committed to a truant or 
industrial school. 
However, truancy on a smaller scale remained a problem. Five 
investigators opera ting in 1911 wrote the f ollowing report: 
"Truant 11 
Sick - 24 
Lack of clothing - 13 
Bad weather- 8 
Sickness in f amily 8 
Running on errands 4 
Kept to work 10 
Pediculosis- 1 
Miscellaneous - 16 
No reason sta ted - 46 
Of the reasons f or absences included in the above summary, 47 were 
not valid. Last October one parent vras summoned to court and fined 
·· for f ailing to send his children to school regularly."]} 
Truant officer reports were eliminated in 1918, but no doubt truancy 
remained a problem in school administration. 
The 1896 Report incorporated an interesting listing of the pupils' 
origins as seen in their parents nationalities: 
Scandinavian 
Colored 
Irish 
English-
French -
Portuguese-
American (white)-
Total in Schools-
1 
- 4 
13 
16 
31 
66 
- 377 
- 508 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Report, 1911. 
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As early as 1895 the School Committee reports began to stress the need 
for outside reading amongst the students, i.e., the need f or libraries y 
available to all sections of the to\vn. Public libraries oper ated in South 
Dartmouth and Rus sells Mills, but other sections- such as Smith Mills - were 
far removed from these localities. A recommenda tion made in t he 1902 Report 
demonstra tes that the idea of a circulating library is more than 50 years old: 
"In the more remote districts the pupils r..a ve access to f ew 
books except their textbooks. They are too far a~ay to use a 
library and are consequently cut off from much of the best 
literature. Their taste for reading is therefore neglected. 
The province of a school is not merely to impact certain prescribed 
facts, but to seek to develop every child into the best possible 
citizen. A good book is an important means to that end. My 
recommendation, therefore, is this: - that a certain sum be 
appropiated for the purchase of a circulating library consisting 
of fifty or more of the best books for young people, that this 
library be divided into sections of ten or t welve books each , that 
each section be left by the superintendent a t a school which may 
keep those books say, six weeks, tha t they be then taken to 
another school which shall pass the books it has had, on to the 
next school." 
From 1878 to 1920, the length of the school year was determined by the 
annual amount of money appropriated for the schools. For example, the 1878 
School Committee Report states: 
"After finding the amount of money at our disposal for the rest of 
the year, it was thought best to have one or t wo weeks more school than 
usual in the next term." 
And, in 1895-1896, 
11Wi th the balance left over from l as t year, together with the 
appropriation for this year and that received from the State and County 
(dog fund), we were able to have 57 weeks of school in the year just closed .g/ 
1/ Dartmouth School Comm~ttee Report, 1895. £1 Dartmouth School Committee Reports , 1895-1896. 
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During t his period, the length of the school year thus fluctuated 
between 34 and 40 Yteeks. Finally, in May, 1920, the School Committee voted 
to fix the school year for the elementary grades at 38 vJeeks, and the 38- week 
year is still observed. 
A nev; topic was added to the annual school reports in 1895-1896, when 
f or the first time the high school principals incorporated resumes of the 
activities, needs and accomplishments of their schools. 
The turn of the century saw the erection of a number of new schools in 
Dartmouth, and now f or the first time attainment of proper ventilat ion and 
lighting became basic considerations in the structure of the buildings. The 
new Bliss Corner School was the f irs t to be '!:milt, and it was lauded for its y 
attractiveness, convenience, warmth and ventila ting features. It was a 
two-room, one-story building which could accommodate a maximum of 100 pupils. 
Then followed the construction of the Smith Mills School on the Hawes ' 
,Lot in that section of toVIn. School Commit teeman Dr • .Andrew B. Cushman 
submitted the plans for the building, and the New Bedf ord Standard Times 
carried this description of his proposals: 
"The most striki ng feature of the plan is the novel arrangement 
of the three rooms in order to secure the best possible ventilation 
and light in each room. The three rooms are arranged around t he 
three sides of a triangular vestibule about 35 feet long on each 
side. E.ach room is 28 feet by 32 feet i n size with seat ing 
a ccommoda tions f or 50 pupils in each room. By the location of the 
structure the vvindows all give light behind ad on the l eft of the 
pupil."Y 
In 1897, when the Smith Mills School was f irst occupied , there tsere 
sixteen school buildings in Dartmouth, one with thr ee rooms, three with tvm 
rooms, and t he r emaL'r:Lder with one room. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1895. 
zj New Bedford Standard Times, April 10, 1896, p.l. 
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The Padanaram School was built in 1903 a t a cost of $12,058.08. 
Then folloy:ed the t wo-room Hixville School in 1907, the Faunce Corner 
School in 1910, the Russells Mills School (costing $16,786.23) in 1914, and 
the three-room Lincoln School in 1916. Also, in 1907 additions were made on 
t he Bliss Corner School and the Smith Mills School. However, despite this 
rapid expans ion, in 1914 the School Committee was forced t o vote tha t all 
f irst grade pupils attend only half-sessions because of lack of f acilities. 
At a cost of $12,000, the M. Annie Collins School, a tuo-room structure 
a t Cross Roads, North Dartmouth, was opened in 1917. This building was 
fittingly na ... 'lled for a Dartmouth School teacher. M •. Annie Collins was born 
in North Dartmouth in 1868, and she later r eceived her educa tion in the 
Dartmouth Public Schools. At the age of six teen she t aught in Hixville. 
In 1884 she married Charles A. Collins, who died within a year of their 
marriage. Mrs. Collins took up teaching again at the Central School. 
Subsequently she t aught successfully for eleven years at Smith Mills. Her 
pupils recognized her as a true friend. Her teaching career ended when she 
contracted scarlet fever and died. 
In 1919 Dartmouth voted to build and equip a schoolhouse at Bakerville. 
This school was to replace the building then serving 51 pupils in eight 
grades. It was thought that construction of a nev.; school would save about 
$900.00 transport;at ion costs for carrying students from there to Padanaram, 
and also relieve the congestion at Padanare.m. The Bakerville School opened 
in 1920. 
The 1919 School Reports stated tha t both the Smith Mills and Bliss 
Corner Schools were overcrowded. At the former, it had become necessary to 
hold one class in a poorly lighted, poorly ventilated hall. The eight-room 
Bliss Corner School was accommoda ting 380 pupils. Because the primary room 
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had an a ttendance of 77, the group had to be platooned, vti th one half 
, attending class in the morning, the other half in the afternoon. The 
Superintendent recommended that a new school be built in this southeast 
corner of tovm. 
Therefore the 1919 Town Meeting voted to build the Sanford Corners 
School. An appropiation of $50,000 was made f or the f our-room, two-story 
building. 
The early t wenties saw a nev; fashion appear in the naming of new schools. 
Instead of being named f or sections, they were now named in honor of certain 
prominent civic figures amongst the tovmspeople. Thus the Commi t tee changed 
the name of the new Sanford Corner buildi ng to the Mary A. Crapo School, in 
, honor of a benefactres s already mentioned in this histor.r. 
Then f ollowed the Job S. Gidley School in North Dartmouth, named f or 
Dartmouth's foremost educator in the 19th century, and the ft~drew B. Cushman I 
School, named in honor of Dr. Cushman, who served as School Committeeman for 
36 consecutive years and also functioned as the first school physician. 
As the growing high s chool took more and more of the space in the 
1 Padanar am School, element ary gr ades became overcrowded. In 1923, Grade One 
of t he Padanaram School was platooned. In 1925 the to~~ appropriated 
~47,000 to build and equip t wo-room additions to the A. B. Cushman and Job 
S. ·Gidley Schools. 
Bliss Corner School. 
part-time sessions. 
A portable v.as built to relieve overcrowding at the 
Four classes at t he Mary A. Crapo School were a ttending 
Only t wo rooms of the Padanaram School were being used I 
for elementary classes , yet the high school was forced to use the corridor 
and the principal's office for classroom space. It became imperative that a 
n ew building be raised to house the high school exclusively. 
The tovm \as growi ng . At the beginning of this perioc!, in 1893, the 
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total school enrollment was 428 pupils. By 1925 it had soared to 17661 
Keeping pace with the expansion of f acilities and student body were the 
advancements made in the training of teachers between 1895 and 1925. · The 
11 1892-1893 School Committee Report signalled this trend towards higher 
teaching requirements: 
"In filling vacancies, home teachers are given the preference; 
but the time is well-nigh passed when inexperienced, immature girls 
may reasonably expect to successfully compete with trained teachers, 
graduates from normal schools and colleges, f or the control and 
guidance of the children irt vur public schools. The trust is too 
precious, the risk too great to warrant further experimenting ." 
Again, in the 1896-1897 Report: 
"Teaching is r apidly becoming both a science and an art. 
The strides of the l ast few years in these directions have been 
marvelous. Educa tional thinkers and workers, through the press, 
from the pla tform, in normal schools, in summer schools, in 
institutes, by their associations for mutual and professional 
advancement, and, most of all, through their faithful, earnest 
daily school life, a r e rapidly discovering the principles of 
this new science, ~nd acquiring skill in this best of arts. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
With the above thoughts in mind , is Dartmouth requiring 
enough in her candida tes for teachers' positions? Nothing less 
than a full high school course should be thought of as proper 
knowledge of subjects; and this should be supplemented by 
special knowledge and training obtained in some way. It should 
not be thought a hardship to require so much; rather the hardship 
to our homes and citizenship, if we require less." 
By 1897 the Sta te Board of Education ~as t aking positive steps to 
improve teaching efficiency. The Dartmouth School Committee Report for the I 
years 1896-1897 sta tes: 
"During the f all t erm there was a State Tea chers' Institute 
held a t Smith Mills, and was considered by the teachers and others 
who were •in attendance as one of the best institutes ever held in 
tovm; and much credit is due to John T. Prince, the agent of the 
Sta te Board of Educa tion who took charge of it, f or arranging so 
good a programme, and providing interes ting speakers to carry it 
out. Such an institute should be beneficial to teachers, for it 
is one of the means to encourage continual growth on their part, 
and this is an absolute necessity." 
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Superintendent Viinthrop Crocker reported his teachers 1 zeal f or self-
improvement - as in the case of those individuals who a ttended summer 
11 
sessions at Hyannis St a te Normal School. By the beginning of the t wentieth 
century, teachers were vi tally aware of the necessity f or professional lj 
training. Of the 26 teachers in Dartmouth in 1903, five had college train-
ing, six were normal school graduates and several others had some normal 
school training, though they had not graduated . 
However, another serious problem confronted the tovm in the maintenance ! 
of its teaching staff - a problem crea ted by the low y:ages offered the 
teachers. 
In 1909 Superintendent Cole reported Dartmouth's teaching staff to be 
in a continual state of flux chiefly becaus e of low salaries: 
"During the year 1909 there were seventeen changes in the 
teaching force ••• Of the seventeen teachers who left us there 
were fourteen whom we should have been glad to retain on our 
teaching force ••• A w~ber of these teachers ~ho had shown good 
ability and v,cere well adapted to their positions might have 
been retained for a very moderate r aise of salary. 
The supply of competent teachers for the elementary grades 
is far less than the demand . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The average salary paid to the t eachers of our elementary 
grades has increased 25% during the l ast three years, so that 
the minimum salaries now paid are sufficient to attract teachers 
of excellent ability and training, but vdth little experience . 
The maximum sal ary is not enough, however, to keep many of them 
the second year ."Y 
II Teaching wages in the 1890 1 s had averaged $33.04 monthly. These wages 
were gradually increased; in 1914, salaries showed a 78 per cent increase 
over those of 1903. The 1919 State Legislature enacted laws to gain better 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1898. R/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1909. 
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salaries f or teachers. However, t hough Dartmouth continued to raise 
tea ching sal aries , most other towns maintained a h;l,gher maximum. In his 
1923 Report, Superintendent Paull states: 
"There were fifty-seven teachers serving in the schools of 
Dartmouth on January 1, 1924. Of this number t wenty-seven, or 
47.3% 1'. ere not on the force January 1, 1923. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
The problem of securing and retaining desirable teachers 
for the Dartmouth scho<llls is becomi ng increasingly difficult. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
There should be a flat increase of $50 for all teachers in 
t he elementary schools in addition to the regular increment to 
which those not yet receiving the maximum are entitled. "Y 
By 19;2.5 the maximum salary for female elementary teachers was ~1200. 
Two decades would pass before it vv-a.s r aised again. 
In 1896 report cards were introduced in the school program as v&luable 
aids in gr adi nE; , classifying and promoting s tudents. These were sent out to 
the parents a t least sh times a year. Results of daily work and tests were 
given on a percentage basis . "Deficiency slips" V;ere f irst us ed in the high 
s chool in 1915. If a pupil made unsatisfactory progress , these slips were 
sent to his home every t vvo neeks. They served as war nings and afforded the 
parents v.i th opportunity to work with both teacher and student. 
The members of the Dartmouth teaching staff first organized the 
Dartmouth Tea chers' Association in 1903. At tha t time the organi za t ion ;-;as 
short-lived, possibly due to the difficulty of establishing a central 
meeting pl c:.ce. Hov~ ever, in Mc..rch, 1924, the te&chers a gain formed the II 
Association . Harold I. Moore v.as t hen elected president . The Associ&.tion 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports , 1919 . EJ Dartmouth School Committee Report , 1923 . 
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ha.s been active in community affairs since th&t time . 
Superintendent Seth Crocker had ear ly recognized t he need for a 
curri culum ~hich ~otud l eave tedious memorizing of ponderous textbooks and 
1/ 
better prepare pupils for t he pr actical, busy world crowding upon t hem. He 
advoca ted teaching a uniform set of figures and stressed writing, drm1ing 
o.nd speaking; he revised t he curriculum f or practiced simplicity. 
By 1895-1896, the Superintendent emphasized the success of the revised 
curriculum. All three hi gh schools now carried i dentical courses . Hm··ever, 
Superintendent Brockv:ay ·wrote urgently of the need f or r eference books and 
s cientific appar atus. He emphasized that i n this respect Dartmouth trailed 
far behli1d the schools of compar able tovms. He recommended the adoption of 
the vertical system of penmar..ship , as it wa s being used by three-fourths of 
the pupils in the State . He f urther advised that the schools be supplied 
with a l a.rger variety of supplementary reading to relieve the monotony of 
old-t ime reading cla sses and to expose t he students to worthwhile litera ture. 
Physical and vocal culture were emphasized in 1896-1897. Tne School 
Committee felt tha t such subjects proper ly conducte would ai d in the 
discipline of the school and would promote 11 symmetry of f orm, proper position 
y 
and carria e,e of t he body, r ight habits of breathing, goocl voice and health. n 
In 1897 the School Committee voted t hc:.t the Superintendent revise t he 
course i n Physiology and supply all schools with the National System of 
Vertical Writing. He v;as also asked to display the pupils ' art work in the 
Town Hall. Though drawing was a subject required by l aw, as yet Dartmouth 
had no supervisor; the r egular teachers v1ere simply supplied ·i th draTiing 
out lines t hey could f ollow. 
1/ Dar tmouth School Committee Report, 1892. 
y Dartmouth School Cornmi t tee Reports, 1896-1897 . 
The 1898 Repor t announced the adoption of vertical wri t i ng- . This system 
of penmanship abandoned al l lined pr actice paper, t hereby "relieving the 
strai n on the eyes and muscl es of little children ••• required to v.rite 
]} 
in s paces ." 
In 1898 the Reports gave much a ttention to the method of teaching 
Readi nl.'; , describing in detail the phonetic system used as one wherein "we y 
teach the compound and ;wrd phonograms". 
In that year also Superintendent V!inthrop Crocker reported , "It is safe 
to say tha t never bef ore were our school s so well E;Jquipped v. i th textbooks. 
'!:./ 
ou:r books i n use are nearly all.)of recent publication." 
The courses of study are detailed in the 1899 School Committee reports. 
The young child of half a century ago was obviously expected to accomplish 
much at & very early age. For example, in t he First GrCJ de a pupil was 
expected to learn i n Lan~:,uage t he pronunciation of words by syllables , 
something of syntax, spelling , f orma tion of s imple sentences and narrative; 
in Ari thmeti c he "as expect ed to learn Ar abic numbers to 20 and Roman 
numerals to X, the use of plus, minus, multiplica t ion and division s i gns , 
tbe working of simple problems ; in Reading , he was to learn di stinct 
articulation, t o establish a sound vocabulary and t o read a t sight sentences 1 
containing words learned; in Physiology, he vas to learn proper posture, 
names of external parts of the body, car e of teeth, hair, nails , and "the 
effects of alcoholic s timulc:.nts and narcotics as required by law"t 
Courses of study in the high schools were definitely geared f or those 
interested in college educa t ion. Dra'l'~ng was required in the f irst t v.<o 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1898 . 
£1 Dar tmouth School Committee Reports, 1898 . 
'!:./ Dartmouth School Committee Reports , 1898 . 
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years of high school work.l/ Also spelling vras t aught until the end of the 
high s chool period. 
Courses in music were introduced on tria l in several schools at the turn 
of the century and in 1902 Miss Ethel Rogers Brown was hired part time to 
teach dr avdng in the l a r ger schools. In 1904 the tovm joined with v;estoort 
in hiring - for $400 a year -Miss Edith Linnel as a full time drawing 
instructor, and as a music teacher. She vis ited ea ch school once a month , 
t aught, &nd l eft outlines for the teachers t o follow. Miss Mildred Bailey 
became Music Supervisor in 1915. The f ollovdng year Miss Georgia ~atha.n was 
appointed supervisor of music and sewing. In 1918, music and drav;ing were 
again combined under a single supervisor. Mr s . Sylvia F. Waite assumed 
leadership of the music department in 1925 . She began the organiza.tion of 
ins t rumental classes in order that the schools might have an orchestr a . She 
a l so purchased a collection of records f or courses in Music Appreciation. 
In 1907 Dartmouth schools changed from advocati ng the vertical wri t ing 
system to the forward slant penmanship, and in 1910 the Aldine reading 
method was introduced. 
The 1911 Report annotmced the introduction of a cotrrse most prac t ical 
in an agricultural community, "Last sprin~ instruction about corn v,as given 
in the high and grammar schools." Warren's Elements of Agriculture and 
eovernment bulletins were used a s texts. Tha t year an exhibition of the 
home gar den products of Dartmouth pupils was held in t he Russells Mills 
Grange and prizes v1ere given f or the exhibits. 
In 1914 the School Committee inve~tigated the teaching of manual 
training and cooking in the nearby towns of Falmouth and Marion. 'I'he 
lJ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1899. 
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Committee then voted to teach these subj ects in Dartmouth . Miss Alice 
Macomber was engaged to teach the seventh and ei~hth gr ade girls cooking, 
s ewing and basketry. Boys in the same grades were taught manuBl training by 
Superintendent Cole, except in the Russells Mills School , where the principal 
taught that practical subject. A full time supervisor for Manual Training 
viaS hired in 1919. 
At the beginning of this era, Dartmouth had three high schools. They 
offered a t w-o-year course. Although an attempt was made in 1898 to offer a 
three-year course, this proved too much of a burden for the limited facu~ty 
of the high school. In 1901 the Dartmouth Schools paid tuition to the New 
Bedford High School f or any students who wished to study third and fourth 
year high school courses. Further attempts to establish a f our-year course 
failed until 1923, when the f our-year curri culum f inally met with success. 
I 
1
1 In 1924 the Padanaram High School merited a Grade A r ating from the State 
Supervisor of Secondary Education. 
When the enrollment of both the Smith Mills and Russells Mills Schools 
proved small in 1920 , it was decided to unite Dartmouth ' s three high schools. 
11 All high school students were therefore transported to the Padanaram School. 
Fifty students were enrolled. Frederick Armstrong was appointed principal ; 
he was assisted by Miss Mary McGrath and Miss Florence McCarty. College , 
general and commercial curricula were offered. 
As ~as mentioned earlier, Dr. Andrew B. Cushman was the senior School 
1 
Committeeman of this period . First elected in 1890, he served consecutively!' 
for more than a third of a century. Job s. Gidley added ten more years to 
his service on the School Committee. Hannah Briggs , who served one t:b..ree-
year term, was t he only ~ oman represented on the Committee durin~ this 
period . George Merry served eleven years; Elmer Poole began his long-term 
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membership on the Committee in 1919. Thomas Barnes, David Wardell, Holden 
Potter, VJalter Slocum, Charles Soule, I. Arthur Crapo, and Harry Sherman were 
also School Committ eemen at this time • 
During the l ater part of this era many improvements vvere made which 
, demonstrated a grovTing consciousness of the need f or sanitary and healthful 
conditions in the schools. In 1910 Superintendent Cole condenmed t he 
practice of using a common drinking cup and open pail f or drinking purposes 
, i n the schools. Running water was piped into the Padanaram School in 1919, 
making it possible to have fountains for drinking purposes. Toilets f or the 
girls were installed in 1920. Sanitary improvements v:ere made in all schools 
: as quickly as possible. 
Inf ormation about the Compulsory Va ccination Law Vlas given t o the 
1 
teachers in 1901. The Legisla ture had voted that all children attending 
school f or the f irst time must bring a certifica te of vaccination against 
I 
smallpox. The question of eye and ear tests was first r eferred t o in 1906. 
11 
Tha t same year the State Legi slature passed a l aw requiring the services 
of a school doctor. On April 15, 1908 , Dr. Andrev1 B. Cushman vms appointed 
medical inspector for a year at a salary of $200. Nine months l ater Dr. 
Cus~~an reported tha t 75% of the children had badly decayed teeth, 70% drank 
,coff ee once or more daily, 18 children had serious adenoid conditions. 
Several children habitually came to school without breakfast f or reasons 
other than poverty. He pointed out that he had successfully revaccinated 56 
children. At his suggestion the ventilation, heating and lighting of several 
school buildings was improved. By 1911 Dr. Cushman had begun to use heal th 
records - f ore-runners of those used currently. He visited each school at 
least once each term. 
11 Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1906. 
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In the 1915 School Committee Report Dr. Cushman pointed out that "the 
one weak feature" in his v;ork was that "there is no way provided for 
following up the work of the school physician, and f or enforcing his 
suggestions." Thus, in 1919, Miss Edith Gifford was appointed to serve a s 
, Board of Health and School Nurse. Later the School Committee felt the need 
of a nurse who could devote all her time to school work. Mrs. Helen Snell 
wa.s therefore appointed School Nurse in 1923, a position she held f or many 
years. 
In 1922 Evening School was established a t the Cushman School, primarily 
for the purpose of instructing those minors who had lef t school a t 16 years 
of age , but had not compl e ted grade six. 
In 1925 there was every reason to believe that the tovm' s educational 
system would continue to progress. Growth and vitality marked the s teady 
development of the school system. 
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CHAPTER VI 
1926 to 1954 
In this period of dynamic growth, the Dartmouth School Committee 
continued to function soundly a s a most important and integral part of the 
I school system. It was composed of three members until 1934, when the Tovm 
Meeting voted to increase its membership to five. 
Because the Sta te Legislature voted tha t a School Committee could not 
11 hire one of its own members for work in t he schools, Dr. Andrew B. CushiDap, 
the school ~1ysician, did not seek reelection in the Spring of 1926. Thus 
he terminated 36 years of service on the Committee. Dr. Cushman and Job S. 
Gidley share the record f or l ength of service on the Dartmouth School 
Committee. 
Elmer Poole was t he senior School Committeeman of the period , s erving 
f rom 1919 to 1926, and again from 1930 to 1954. In 1933, Mr. Poole 1:as. 
honored &s the State's outstanding Committeeman and was presented a plaque 
by Lt.-Governor Sumner G. Viliitt ier. In appr eciation of his long years of 
1 devoted service to educa t ional interests in t he to~n, in April,l954, t he 
Dartmouth Teachers' Associa tion sponsored a Testimonial Banquet in Mr. 
Poole's honor. More than 300 f riends gathered to pay him tribute. 
Austin R. Paull was Superintendent a t t he period's beginning . He 
demonstra ted excellent capability in the position until he retired in 1939. 
During this modern ere many ladies served on the School Committee. 
Mr s . Caroline r.ilson devoted 12 years to Committee duties. Others were Mrs. 
1 Esther Thomas , Florence Smith and Marion Dunn. Dorothy Brooks was elected 
in March of the current year. 
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Erwin Little VJas a member of the Committee for ten years. Others who 
have served include Harry Sherman, Joseph Fernandes, Everett Simpson, ·Roger 
Shaw, George Raincliffe , Nestor Sylvia, Kimball Baker, Edmund Winterbottom, 
Frank K. Brovm, Thomas Edwards, Leaonard Rose, Dr. E. Deane Freitas , and 
z. Walter Zaniak. The current Board consists of Thomas Edv;ards , Chairman, 
Mr s . Dorothy Brooks , Dr. E. Deane Fr eitas, Leonard Rose, ru1d z. V!alter Zaniak. 
Caleb Niles was elevated from High School Principal to succeed. Mr. Paull 
in 1939 . Mr. Ni les , a fair and. efficient administrator, resigned to accept 
a similar position in another community and Richard D. Tucker as sumed the 
1 Superintendency in 1940. The Compulsory Retirement Law forced his 
retirement in_l952, ending an educational career which had spanned more than 
half a century. Mr . Milton C. Blanchard was appointed to succeed him in 
August, 1952, and is currently serving Dartmouth in tha t capacity. 
In 1929 , at the Superintendent's suggestion, an Elementary School 
Supervisor was appointed . Mr. Paull wrote at that time: 
"Supervision is needed, not only by inexperienced teachers, 
who must be helped to develop right habits and attitudes during 
their f irst years of teaching, but by the older teachers, who 
must be kept alive to the developments i n the teaching of various 
subj ects. 
Theoretically, this special supervision should be gi ven by 
the superi ntendent . 
More and more, however, the v.-ork of the superintendent has 
become admi nistrative to an extent that makes it physically 
impossible for him to do this careful work. • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A supervisor of elementary grades 
value i n our schools ••• "1/ 
-: ! 
1/ Dartmouth School Commi ttee Reports, 1928. 
• would be of great 
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Miss Hazel Hack thus became the tmm 1 s first Elementary Supervisor. 
Assisted by the teachers, she devised cours es of study to serve &s guides, 
unifying the school system; she promoted achievement tests to discover any 
general weaknesses ; she encouraged group meetings and exchange of ideas 
&.mong the teachers. 
As a measure of economy, this position was discontinued between 1932 
and 1949, when Miss Elizabeth King was made Supervisor. Her work, her visits 
to the various schools and counselling of individual teachers, -has made the 
following a ccomplishments possible: 
1. Courses of study have been f ormulated in almost all 
subj ects by groups of teachers working wi th the Supervisor; 
2. Daily physical educa tion periods have been inaugurated 
in the elementary grades; 
5. New textbooks in all subjects but Reading and Spelling 
have been selected by teacher represent atives; 
4. Up to date maps and globes have been obta ined; 
5. Flexible time schedules have been developed with the 
assistance of the principals; 
6. A new report card has been devised; 
7. Cumulative record cards most suitable to Dartmouth's 
system were crea ted; 
8. Encyclopedias and other valuable reference books have 
been purchased f or each school; 
9. Regular administration of achievement and int elligence 
tests has been established; 
10. Three aids have been established to provide for continuous 
growth in the reading skills - Books, varied in interests , have 
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been purchased for room libraries - Remedial reading ma t erials 
have been supplied f or use in Gr ades 5 through 8 - Two 
supplementary reading s et s have been f urnished f or each classroom; 
11. The nucleus of a professional library has been gathered 
together in the Elementary Supervisor's office for the use of the 
tea chers; 
12. A wealth of science aids, such a s Row Peterson Unitexts, 
science kits and microscopes have been made ave.ilable to teachers 
and pupils. 
In 1926, 2257 students were housed in t he 15 buildings then being used~ · · 
It was necessar y to construct a portable a t the Padanaram School f or some 
high s chool clas s es. With an enrollment of 158 students, t he high school 
was decidedly cramped. However, relief was in sight. 
A new high school was built on Slocum Road and opened in Sept ember, 
I 
' 1928. It was gene~ously pl anned to accommodate 400 pupils. Its combina tion 
auditorium-gymnas ium seated 450. The f aculty consis ted of eight teachers, 
excl usive of t he Principal, Frederick Ar mstrong , who also t aught Latin IV. 
The high school's opening afforded t emporary relief to other over-
1 crowded schools so t hat pla tooning of classes could be abandoned. For t he 
f irs t t i me in at least eight years, all pupils in Dartmouth a ttended a f ull 
day of schooll 
Now the trend in classroom population shifted . By 1935 the total 
enrollment had dropped to 2056 students and in 1944 i t "hit a low" of 1427. 
The Abraham Lincoln School (on Sta t e and Reed Roads) was closed in 1955. I 
Its few pupils were transferred to the Collins or Russells Mills Schools. 
Portables were stil l us ed onl y a t t he Crapo and Bliss Corner Schools. In 
1942, the Smith Neck School was closed and the pupils transferred t o the 
Russells Mills School, thus saving the expense of a teacher's salary and the 
oper ating cost of the school. The teachers in Russells Mills now had t wo 
grades instead of four. Some shifting was accomplished in the north end of 
the town . Hixville School (This school had lights and puumbing installed in 
1937, marking the completion of school modernization in Dartmouth.) became 
' a primary school. Intermediate grades only wer e sent to Faunce Corner. 
During this period the 1944 hurricane "caused an estima ted $6000-$8000 
damage to our school buildings. All except the Collins School sustained 
1:1 
some injury to roofs, windows and ceilings ." 
In the late 1940's it became evident that again the trend in classroom 
population had reversed itself; by 1950 the growth in pupil population at 
1 the north end of tovm presented a serious housing problem. The Smith Neck 
School was reopened; the new Andrew B. Cushman School was constructed and 
opened in 1949; the Faunce Corner School was reconditioned in 1950. Despite 
all efforts, however, the Dartmouth school system was again faced vd th the 
serious problems of congestion. 
Enrollment in 1951 had mounted to 2004 and the 1951 School Committee 
Reports warned: 
"It is fairly evident now tha t all available rooms will be 
occupied at the beginning of the school year in September, that 
many of the rooms will then have too many pupils for the best or 
., even good teaching • • • 
• • • • • • The most serious disadvantage of the platoon 
system will be that of reducing the educational opportunities 
of those affected by it to the minimum essentials because 'of 
time limits. y 
Thus school authorities again had to resort to the platoon system, a 
system even now in use. 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1944. £1 Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1951. 
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A Survey Committee was formed to investigate means of alleviating the 
housing problem. This Committee recommended the immediate building of a 
high school. Civic leaders , recognizing t he accuracy of the Survey Report, 
endeavored to alert the tovmspeople to the need of additional school space; 
their repeated attempts , hovfever, met v.i th little success until t he Summer 
of 1955. Then Town Meeting members voted not one, but three nev1 schools: a 
high school and t wo 12-room elementary schools. These buildings are at 
present under construction. 
High School Graduation marked the termina tion of formal schooling f or 
most Dartmouth residents in the 1920's. Since one-fourth of the student 
body lived on farms, an agricultural course was initia ted in 1929 a s a 
practical means of preparing boys for their future living. Each pupil t aking 
the course had to supply himself at home with poultry or cattle, or he had 
to plant a garden. Under the direction of Mr. Charles Oliver, he was 
responsible for all 1wrk and details connected with his project. 
An analysis of the high school course of study was made in 1933 . A 
total of 57 percent of the students was enrolled either in the commercia l 
course or agricultural course. Since it was thus evident that relatively 
few students (of those enrolled in the s cienti f ic and college courses, less 
than 10 percent planned to go on vith their studies after Graduation) planned 
to go to college, a civic course was introduced in the curriculum. This 
course, demanding that students take no l anguage and little mathematics, was 
promptly a ccepted by 30 percent of the students. 
In 1935 a practical Home Economics course was established f or girls , 
paralleling somewhat the Agriculture course opened to boys. 
Begi nning dth the Class of 1941, 16 units were required f or gr aduation, 
rather than 15, a s formerly required. 
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When Charles Oliver v,as appointed Principal of the High School, Karl H. 
' Erickson succeeded him as Agriculture instructor. The boys made remarkable 
showings in this field: 
"Each year the teai11S representing the school place either 
individually or collectively in relatively high positions at the 
State-wide contests held at the Massachusetts Sta te College . 
This year f or the second consecutive time the team vwn the St a te 
Championship in Milk Judging. "lJ 
During World War II the Pre-Aviation course advocated by the Government 
1 
"Was offered to h~gh school seniors. The Government also furnished tools and 
" 
other equipment f or an agricultural machinery shop which was completed f or 
the high school in 1944. 
A general Vocationa.l School was organized in 1947 and a Vocational 
School Director, Charles Entwistle, was placed in char ge of the Generdl 
Vocational School, the Agricultural Department and the Household Arts 
Department. 
,, Courses in Speech, Driver Education and in Portuguese were added in 
turn to the high school curriculum. 
Meanwhile, the trend in the intentions of Dartmouth graduates was 
changing; whereas less than 10 per cent of the 1926 class continued their 
educa tion, 34 per cent of the Class of 1951 enrolled in institutions of 
higher learning and 46 per cent of the Clas s of 1953 followed suit. 
,, 
Development of the elementary school curriculum kept pace v;ith tha t of 
I the higher school. The Rineharct;. Functional Handwriting System was introduced 
I 
I to Grades l throu6h 8 in 1945. Also, the new State Primar y Curriculum Guide 
1 was distributed in 1947 to all teachers in the first three gr ades. These 
guides contain helpful basic material, worthvrhile suggestions and source boo~ 
y Dartmouth School Reports, 1940. I 
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materials. 
Care for the students 1 health continued to be improved. By 1926 firmly 
established medical inspections were being made. Dr • . Andrew Cushman and the 
School Nurse, Mrs . Helen Snell, formed a very successf ul health team in these 
ac tivities for many years. Annual physical examinations became required and 
denta l and mental clinics were made available to school services. In 1928 
school children and pre-school children f irs t received the Toxin Anti-Toxin 
treatment f or ~he prevention of diptheria and in tha t same year clinical 
observa tion for the detection of Hilum Tuberculosis was also made available 
to Dartmouth students. Four years l ater 13fi6 pupils out of an enrollment of 
2055 were given the Von Pirquet Test at the Chadwick Tuberculosis Clinic. 
Eye and ear tests were established and a bedside nursing course v:as off ered 
to high school students . 
The town was saddened on February 15, 1940, v;hen Dr . Cushman died 
suddenly after a busy day's activities as school physician. Credit f or t he 
or€<,anization of the s chool health program rightfully is his. He served as 
school physician f or 50 years. 
It was fitting tha t final tribute to Dr. Cusrunan shollid be paid by the 
one so closely associated with him in s chool v..ark. Mrs. Helen Snell wrote 
in the Dartmouth School Committee Reports f or 1940: 
"It is ...-.-i th deep regret we file Dr. AndreVJ B. Cushman's 
final report of 1-.ork done by him in 1940. • • .His chief interest 
in his l ater years was in the school children of Dartmouth. He 
was a pioneer in school work and took great pride in the progress 
that v,as made in the erection of new school buildings and in the 
modern art of educa tion, sanitation, and gr adua tion. He is missed 
by all who had the pleasure of knowing him and by others who 
worked shoulder to shoulder v:ith him. So ends the career of one 
of Dartmouth's outstanding men ." 
Dr. Arthur Carter replaced Dr. Cushman until his death in 1945, when 
he was succeeded by Dr . Thomas Berwick. 
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Poor health forced Mrs. Helen Snell to resign in 1946 after 25 years of 
service. The School Committee Reports of that year contained this tribute 
to her: 
"The value of her services to the youth of Dartmouth can not 
be overestimated. She regarded her position in the light of a 
sacred trust and its responsibilities as opportunities for civic 
service. She was ever considerate, helpful, and kind in the 
discharge of her duties. The standard of health service she 
established and maintained in Dartmouth is worthy of emulation 
throughout the country." 
Miss Edna Cornell was appointed school nurse to succeed Mrs. Snell. 
Because of increasing demands on her time, a supplementary nurse was hired 
in 1954. 
The Dartmouth Schools maintain a physical educat ion program aimed to 
"give all youngsters in the various schools opportunity to participate in 
school sports and to make use of the fundamentals they have learned in y 
Physical Educa tion". Miss Kathryn Borden was made Physical Education 
Supervisor in 1927, after the Legislature passed a l aw making physical 
education in the elementary schools mandatory. Miss Borden's program aimed 
to correct faulty posture, to relax the children, and to encourage the 
spirit of fair play. Under her direction annual gymn~stic exhibitions were 
given by high school girls, and a field day was held with Westport. When 
Miss Hope McFadden succeeded Miss Borden, she held annual field and track 
meets for the elementary grades. 
In the interes t of economy, the position of Physical Education 
Supervisor was discontinued between 1932 and 1947, but at the end of these 
yee.rs, Mr. Chester Smith was appointed to supervise and teach physical 
educa tion in the 7th and 8th grades and to coach the high school boys. Mrs. 
11 Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1953. 
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Hester Scott was appointed a t tha t time to supervise the elementary gr ades 
and t o teach the girls in Gr~des 7 through 12. Mr. Richard Sisson succeeded 
(( 
~ 
Mr. Smith in 1949. II 
In order to make the class periods longer, by 1934 sewing Yras t aught to 
, the 5th and 6th gr ades only, and cooking to the seventh and eighth gr ades. 
1 However, training in these subjects has been limited to the 7th and 8th 
grades and to Educa t ional Therapy Class since 1937. Mrs. Anna Woodman, 
present Supervisor of Home Economics, has served in this capacity f or 
17 years. 
Manual training has been offered to boys throughout this era . In 1926, 
6th, 7th and 8th grade boys were offered the course. Hov1ever, manual 
training in the 6th gr ade was eliminated in 1940, thus doubling the allotted 
time f or the 7th and 8th gr ades. Mr. William MacKenzie supervised manual 
tra ining activities for 18 years during t hi s period. 
Mrs. Sylvia VJaite was Supervisor of Music in 1926, and continued so 
until 1947. Under her direction the high school Glee Club and or chestra 
developed most successf ully. She instituted the annual Music Week Progr am . 1 
By t he mid-thirties, most of her classrooms vrere listening to the Walter 
Damrosch Music Appreciation Programs. In the Spring of 1947 Mrs. Waite 
enjoyed one of her finest triumphs when the Glee Club won a r ating of 96 and 
the Male Chorus 98 at the Ea stern Nevi England Music Festival. 
II Mr s . Waite's sudden death in December, 194 7, was a shock to all her 
associa tes, pupils and friends. The genera tion of student s fortuna te to 
have had her a s a teacher will al vmys remember her enthusia sm and seemingly 
limitless energy. 
In 1950, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holcomb dona ted a l arge collection of 
class ical phonogr aph al bums to the music library. Recently Mrs. Jennie L. 
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Potter, wife of Judge George Potter, made a bequest of $5000 to th~ schools 
with the stipulation that it be used to promote music in the Dartmouth 
schools. 
Vocal music, as it is currently t aught in Dartmouth, by Mrs •. Louise 
Hall, includes singing, listening, rhythmic work, and a development of music 
reading skills. Although vocal music is stressed , instrumental music also 
is considered essential. Mr. Gerald Robitaille was appointed Director of 
Instrumental Music. The instrumental field has now expanded until four 
teachers are active teaching 350 pupils. 
No supervision was given in drawing between 1926 and 1947. However, in 
1947, Miss Ellen Sullivan was appointed Art Supervisor in the elementary 
gr ades and teacher in the high school. Mrs. Mary Jane Pollock succeeded 
Miss Sullivan in 1949. A course of study designed to guide teachers and 
pupils towards a richer art program was distributed to the teachers in 1952 . 
Dartmouth has kept step with progress i n modern education by adopting 
one of its comparatively recent specialty functions, Guidance. 
Though Stevmrt Atkinson, Principal of the High School, established the 
practice of having personal conferences vdth the students as early a s 1930, 
this in no way compared with the extensive diagnostic activities connected 
with Guidance work. Under the current Guidance program, born in the 1940's, 
students are annually subjected to tests covering the fields of English, 
social science, natural science and mathematics. These t est scores are 
accumulated so that over a period of years a record is obtained for each 
individual, covering his native ability, scholastic aptitude in several 
fields, vocational preference and aptitude, and his personal and social 
11 
adjustment. Such a record is invaluable to the teaching staff in their 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1947. 
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attempts to assist the individual through his formative years . 
Miss Ames was first obtained to supervise Guidance work on a part-time 
basis. She was succeeded by Robert Archibald, who was eventually appointed 
full-time Guidance Director . Vfuen Mr • .Archibald resigned in 1950 , he was 
followed by Norman Giffor d , who was in turn succeeded by Chester Smith, the 
current Guidance Director. 
The Dartmouth schools have also established an audio-visual progr am 
designed to create a learning experience supplement ary to tha t stimtuated 
by the use of textbooks. The primary t ools of the audio- visual pro~ram are 
tape recorders, filmstrips and motion pictures . A monthly pro~::ram of films 
for the elementary gr ades, correla ting with the subjects studied, wa s 
carried on in 1953-1954. This l earning program was developed mainly under 
the aus:pices of t he Dartmouth Parent-Teachers Associa tion. 
The chronic problem of low salaries harassed the Dartmouth school 
system auring this era, a s it had earlier. In 1926 the Dartmouth te~ching 
force consisted of 71 teachers. In 1932 women teachers received $1680 
annually, male teacher s , $1780. These salaries , however, applied only to 
high school teachers . Elementary school teachers received only $1200. In 
March , 1933, under the full impact of the Depression , all teachers sui'fered 
a 10 per cent salary cut. Half on this salary cut was restored in 1937 and 
t he remainder in 1941. This delay in restitution of former wage r a tes went 
on despite the protestations of Superintendent Austin R. Paull, who urged 
11 
t he townspeople to cons ider caref ully ·the importance of the restitution. 
Teachers' salaries were increased slightly in 1947, and they have since 
been i ncreased several more times. At present they hold closer to the State 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports , 1956. 
averages for towns of Dartmouth's size than ever before. 
Exclusive of the Superintendent, the teaching staff currently consists 
of 95 persons. In 1953-1954, 54 of these teachers v;ere enrolled in a 15 
week readin6 cours e sponsored by the Dartmouth School Committee. The course 
was given after school one afternoon each week by Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan, 
Professor of Education and Director of' the Educational Clinic of Boston 
Univer,sity. The course gave the class an opportunity to study and evaluate y 
the reading program. 
The Dartmouth Teachers' Association has been active throughout the years! 
between 1926 and 1954. It has offered teachers opportunities both for 
social relaxation and professional improvement. It has also sponsored many 
events for the benefit of all the to~nspeople and has consistently supported 
civic endeavors. 
The Parent-Teachers Association ftmctioned, in a limited manner, in the 
1 
1930's, and was mentioned vdth E,Tatitude in the 1931 School Committee Reports 
for its support of the schools. This .Association serves in many vmys to 
bring home and school into a closer relationship. 
In the 1953 School Committee Reports , Superintendent Blanchard is 
outspoken concerning his gratitude to the Parent-Teachers Association: 
"The several Parent-Teacher Associations are to be commended 
for t heir helpfulness in many ways. They sponsor activities f or 
the children. They make gifts to the schools of educa t ional 
tools not otherv:ise available. They were most cooperaL.lVe in 
disseminating information about the new school proposals. Ho~ever, 
the fact that they exist and are growing is of greatest worth. 
They provide f or closer relationshipbetween the home and the 
school. The child is of primary concern to both parents and 
teachers. V. hen they can meet, discuss, and understand one 
another's aims, problems and viewpoints, the child v;ill always 
benefit. The Parent-Teachers Associations provide this opportunity." 
1/ Dartmouth School Committee Reports, 1953. 
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It is significant, a f ter reading so much in this history of t h e 
difficulties encountered in former days by the educator 'i;ho could not rea ch 
the child's .parents, and hence could not obta in satisfa ctory results i n h is 
•mrk with the student, that we stop nov.' on this nev; note of cooperation and 
common interest betv1een school and home. It is significant of a p eriod which 
holds every promi se of educ -:.tiona1advancement and development . 
Clearly the educaL.iona l system in Dartmouth will continue to progress, 
expand, and render its vital services to the coffirrunity, indeed , the program 
i s surging ahee.d. The t r a ined teachers, well-fitted for their mrk, a re 
constan tly aware and a lert for changes Vihich must be made vii thin the system, 
and they v.ork surrounded by an atmosphere of cooperation and excellent 
public relations. 
It is hoped tht:. t this paper cle[;..rly illustrates the tremendous strides 
made in our educational system, and al s o that it serves to emphasize the 
magnificent part played by earlier educa t iona l pioneers in the toi'm l'lho 
would not rest until they felt their children would have opportunity f or 
learning and the gaining of practical knowledge. 
, 
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